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This dissertation presents an experiment demonstrating the surface ioniza-
tion of metastable atoms on a tungsten surface. Surface ionization refers to the
thermionic ionization of adsorbates with low ionization potentials on hot, high-
work function metal surfaces. The efficiency of surface ionization is exponentially
dependent on the difference between the atom ionization energy and the surface
work function. Since the work functions of metals are, at most, ∼ 6 eV, surface
ionization is limited to elements with low ionization energies and is frequency ex-
ploited for detecting alkali and alkaline earth metal beams.
We use an electric discharge to excite a fraction of atoms in separate calcium
and ytterbium beams to metastable states. In doing so, we effectively lower their
ionization energy by about 2 eV. On a polycrystalline tungsten surface, with a work
function measured to be 5.18 eV, surface ionization is theoretically more likely for
metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms than for their ground state counterparts.
xii
However, the elementary theory of surface ionization does not take into account
various de-excitation or neutralization processes that may preclude the formation
of ions. We report findings that metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms undergo
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1.1 Efficient ionization on a large scale
Ionization, the process wherein a neutral atom or molecule acquires a charge
by gaining or losing electrons, is the underlying process behind a variety of devices
used in fundamental science (e.g., mass spectrometry [13], ion beam sources) and
industry (e.g., ion pumps, reactive ion plasma etching of semiconductors, ionization
chambers for medical radiotherapy dose calibration, ion thrusters for spacecraft
propulsion). In this document, ionization will refer solely to the creation of positive
ions with a charge +e through the removal of a valence electron of an atom.
Electrons are bound to an atom by the Coulomb potential of the nucleus
and the energy required to remove a bound electron is termed the ionization en-
ergy of the atom, I, ranging from 3.89 eV in cesium to 24.59 eV in helium. This
energy may be supplied to the atom through inelastic interactions with other par-
ticles (i.e., subatomic particles or other atoms or ions), through the absorption
of a photon, or through the suppression of the Coulomb barrier of an atom by
an external electric field. Here, the general properties of four principal ioniza-
tion mechanisms will be considered (the latter two of which are the focus of this
document): a) electron impact ionization, b) photoionization, c) surface ioniza-
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tion, and d) field ionization. As will be addressed in Section 1.2, two particular
properties of interest regarding the aforementioned processes are efficiency (i.e.,
the percentage of target atoms which can be deliberately ionized) and scalability
(i.e., the potential to implement an ionization method on an arbitrarily large scale,
barring extrinsic limitations). Selectivity (i.e., between different atomic species or
different isotopes) and universality (i.e., applicability to different atomic species)
will also be addressed.
Electron impact ionization A free electron inelastically collides with a target
atom and converts it to a positive ion:
A + e− → A+ + 2e−. (1.1)
For a free electron with energy Ee, upon impact with an atom, elastic scattering
is always a viable collision pathway. Every excited state in the atom of energy
Eex < Ee constitutes a possible pathway for an inelastic collision. Likewise, for
Ee > I, ionization becomes possible, at which point the total collision cross section
consists of contributions from elastic, excitation, and ionization cross sections:
σtot = σel + σex + σI . (1.2)
The ionization cross section, σI , is typically on the order of ∼ 1× 10−16 cm2. The










The current of ions, I+, produced is proportional to the ionization cross section
[15]:
I+ = nlσIIe, (1.3)
where n = P
kBT
is the number density of target atoms, l is the ionizing pathlength,
and Ie is the incident electron current. Eq. 1.3 is a valid simplification of an
expression analogous to the Beer-Lambert Law since nlσI ∼ 10−3 [16].
There is no fundamental limitation on the scale over which one may imple-
ment electron impact ionization: an atomic or molecular beam of arbitrary size
can be fractionally ionized by an appropriate electron beam of sufficient current
and energy. The electron source is conventionally a thermionic (hot cathode) or
field electron (cold cathode) source with an output electron current that can be
easily modulated by varying the filament temperature or source extraction voltage,
respectively. The efficiency of electron impact ionization is predominately limited
by the small magnitude of the ionization cross section. Furthermore, the outcome
of an electron-atom collision can never be exclusively ionization due to the finite
elastic scattering and excitation cross sections. The ionizing pathlength may be
enhanced by incorporating a magnetic field to impel the electrons on a spiral path
but the electron current must be kept sufficiently low in order to preclude space
charge repulsion effects. Lastly, when an electron undergoes an ionizing collision,
the incident electron loses approximately 30 eV of its energy [17], thereby chang-
ing the electron energy distribution. Doing so changes the relative contributions of
different collision cross sections in Eq. 1.2. Over a long ionization pathlength, or
at high pressures, this distortion of the electron energy distribution will affect the
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ionization efficiency, unless the target atom density can be kept sufficiently low to
guarantee conditions for single collisions [18, 19].
Photoionization Photoionization is a very broad term encompassing various
distinct processes governing the ionization of atoms or molecules when interacting
with electromagnetic radiation. We can distinguish between different photoioniza-







where I is the ionization energy of the atom subject to a laser field with frequency ω
and field strength F0. Low intensity, high frequency photoionization processes, γ >
1, are referred to as multiphoton ionization (MPI). High intensity, low frequency
processes, γ < 1, are dominated by the electric field strength of the laser field –
these field-effect photoionization processes include tunnel ionization and over the
barrier ionization.
MPI phenomena describe the ionization of an atom A following the absorp-
tion of n photons
A + n · ~ω → A+ + e−.
MPI can proceed through resonant or non-resonant excitation of atoms in a step-
wise fashion from the ground state to the continuum, as shown for a two-step
scheme in Figure 1.1a. The kinetics for such a photoionization scheme are governed
by the following simple rate equations (assuming equal multiplicities in the ground
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and excited states for simplicity) [21]:
dN1
dt
= −α12(N1 −N2) +
1
τ12
N2, N1|t=0 = N0,
dN2
dt
= α12(N1 −N2)− αiN2 −
1
τ12




Here, N1 is the number density in the ground state 1, N2 is the number density
in the excited state 2, Ni is the ion density, αi and α12 are absorption rates, and
1/τ12 is the relaxaction rate of the excited atoms. Naturally, these equations would
need to be expanded to consider the degeneracy of atomic states and the atomic
velocity distribution within the laser field. According to these rate equations,
in order to ionize the target atoms efficiently and effectively, all relevant atomic
transitions would have to be simultaneously saturated. For the two-step system
above, for example, assuming a negligible relaxation of excited atomic states (i.e.,
α12, αi  1/τ12), the intensity of the ionizing laser I2 must be substantially higher








where σ12 is the excitation cross section and σi is the ionization cross section.
In the regime of a low Keldysh parameter, γ < 1, the electric field strength
of the laser field is sufficiently high to distort the Coulomb potential of the atom,
thereby creating a finite potential barrier, through which the valence electron can
tunnel out, as shown in Figure 1.1b [22, 23]. With increasing laser intensities,












completely suppressed by the electric field such that the ground state is no longer
bound to the atom [24].
Regarding the criteria of interest to us, namely efficiency and scalability,
photoionization processes are undoubtedly efficient – under appropriate conditions,
atoms may even undergo multiple ionization events [25]. However, it is when we
consider performing any particular photoionization process on a large scale that we
may encounter major drawbacks. To fulfill the aforementioned criteria for MPI or
tunneling ionization, it is necessary to employ either multiple lasers [26] or attain
very high intensities [27, 28], often in excess of 1010 W/cm2.
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Surface ionization Atoms are spontaneously ionized upon desorption from a
hot, high work function metal surface and is often characterized by two quantities,
α and β, which represent the fraction of atoms that are ionized and the ionization
efficiency, respectively. The degree of ionization is given by the Saha-Langmuir








where ni is the flux of surface ions emitted from the surface, n0 is the flux of
neutrals that do not undergo surface ionization, g0 and gi are the statistical weights
of the atomic and first ionic ground states (given by [2J + 1] or [(2L+ 1)(2S + 1)]
depending on how the thermal energy, kBT , of the ionizing surface compares to the
energy of the fine-structure splitting of the atom/ion), I is the ionization potential
of the atom, and Φ is the work function of the metal surface, which is heated to
a temperature of T . A conventional potential energy diagram depicting surface
ionization is shown in Figure 1.2a. If the conditions are appropriate for surface
ionization, a valence electron in the adsorbed atom will tunnel into an unoccupied
state in the metal surface.
The ionization efficiency, β is defined as the ratio of ions emitted from the








Evidently, for I  Φ, α 1 and the efficiency of surface ionization is low, β ≈ α,
and if I & Φ, then α 1 and the efficiency will approach 100%, β ≈ 1.
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The metal materials typically chosen for this thermal ionization process are
refractory metals (e.g., W, Re, Ta, Mo) as they have high work functions, can be
operated at high temperatures, are mechanically robust, and are easily resistively
heated. The versatility of surface ionization is limited for two reasons. First, the
work functions of refractory metals are typically 4.5− 5 eV and can be as high as
6 eV when optimally oxidized. Second, the ionization efficiency of surface ionization
is exponentially dependent on the difference I − Φ. For these reasons, surface
ionization is far from a universal ionization mechanism and is largely restricted to
atomic species with relatively low ionization potentials (i.e., alkali metals). The
surface ionization of ground state alkali atoms can reach efficiencies as high as 100%
for a system such as cesium on tungsten [29]. For this reason, surface ionization
is routinely exploited in atomic physics research in a hot-wire or Langmuir-Taylor
detector for the detection of alkali metal beams.
A single refractory metal wire is what is typically used in surface ionization
but there is no fundamental reason why one must be restricted to a thin wire. As
long as uniform high temperatures can be attained throughout the ionizing surface,
it is straightforward to implement surface ionization along a wide ribbon or metal
plate.
The selectivity of surface ionization is largely determined by the relationship
between the atomic ionization potential and the work function of the metal surface.
Atoms with I < Φ will be ionized with unity efficiency, whereas atoms with I > Φ
will by ionized at a rate strongly dependent on the temperature, according to
Equation 1.5. Effectively, the selectivity of surface ionization is strong only for
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elements with a difference in ionization energy that exceeds 1 eV. Therefore, when
considering ground state atoms, it is not possible to distinguish between different
isotopes of a particular element during the surface ionization process. In Chapter
5, I outline an approach to enhancing the selectivity of surface ionization, one that






Figure 1.2: Potential energy diagrams for (a) surface ionization and (b) field ion-
ization. The probability of surface ionization increases exponentially with the
difference I −Φ. Fields on the order of F & 109 V/m enable field ionization when
I > Φ.
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Field ionization Field ionization is a quantum tunnelling phenomenon wherein
an atom is ionized by an external DC electric field in excess of 109 V/m. The
external field suppresses the Coulomb potential of the atom, as shown in Figure
1.2b. Realizing DC fields of this magnitude between any two electrodes is nontrivial
– the onset of electrical breakdown of the gas between the electrodes corresponds
to the dielectric strength of the medium and typically occurs at fields on the order
of 106 V/m [32, 33, 34, 35]. Even for conditions where gas breakdown is not an
issue, the onset of field emission of electrons from the cathode may occur for fields
as low as 108 V/m [36, 37, 38]. Evidently, multiple mechanisms of charge flow
between the electrodes present significant obstacles that must be circumvented in
order to reach the 109 V/m threshold for field ionization.
Therefore, field ionization may only occur locally in a restricted volume
while maintaining unfavorable conditions for other charge flow mechanisms in the
bulk electric field. This is precisely what occurs in conventional DC field ioniza-
tion sources: the geometric enhancement of electric fields in the vicinity of sharp
structures is exploited to produce electric fields exceeding 109 V/m over a small
volume. In such field ionization sources, the anode consists of a microstructure
with an aspect ratio greater than 1000 (i.e., a tip radius of ∼ 10 nm and a length
of ∼ 10 µm) that is biased to ∼ 1 kV and adequately insulated over a distance of
∼ 100 µm from a grounded cathode (e.g., a fine metallic mesh) [39]. Under such
conditions, the enhanced electric field is sufficiently strong for field ionization over
a volume that is only ≈ 10 Å2 in diameter and ≈ 0.1 Å thick and some distance
away from the sharp structure [40, 41]. The efficiency of ionization of atoms that
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pass through this volume is essentially 100%, which is significantly greater than
the 10−2 − 10−4 ionization probability of electron impact. As an added benefit
for mass spectrometry, unlike electron impact ionization, field ionization largely
produces the parent ion of a molecule and few, if any, fragments are observed
[42]. Regarding selectivity and universality, the former can be straightforwardly
enhanced by implementing an optical pumping scheme to excite gaseous particles,
thereby lowering their ionization energy. As for the latter, considering how field
ionization has been repeatedly performed on helium [39, 43, 44, 45], field ionizing
any other atomic species is feasible, provided that the anode can withstand the
temperatures required to evaporate adsorbates (i.e., metallic adsorbates) that are
not initially pulled in to the tip.
Despite the minuscule volume of the ionization zone described above, the ac-
tual collection area is considerably larger since neutral atoms may be polarized and
attracted to the tip [44, 9, 45]. Nonetheless, realizing field ionization on a signifi-
cantly larger scale requires arrays of sharp structures with dimensions comparable
to those described above. Such arrays inevitably introduce several complications.
First, fabricating arrays of identical and uniformly distributed nanostructures is
nontrivial. It is naturally simpler to forgo order for fabrication expediency, but
doing so comes at a cost: in arrays of disorderly carbon nanotubes or silicon
nanowires, for example, select structures with abnormally large aspect ratios or
those on the periphery of the array will disproportionately contribute to the ion
current [39, 46]. Fabricating arrays with optimized order and uniformity requires
substantially more control over relevant experimental parameters. Second, intro-
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ducing additional field ion emitters imposes a restriction on the pitch, the lateral
distance between adjacent structures. Neighboring nanostructures capacitively
screen each other’s enhanced electric fields, an effect which is inversely propor-
tional to the pitch. Consequently, a compromise must be made between the field
screening effect and nanowire density when performing field ionization on a large
scale.
1.2 Motivation and overview
Originally, the long term goal of this experiment was to develop a novel
method of isotope enrichment that did not fundamentally rely on small differences
in the charge-to-mass ratio of different isotopes in order to address the various
disadvantages of the calutron, one of the most prolific means of enriching isotopes
to date [47]. This effort would complement earlier work done in our group by Tom
Mazur, who demonstrated the feasibility of enriching isotopes of lithium by po-
larizing atoms of a particular isotope into specific magnetic states through optical
pumping and subsequently guiding them towards a collector.
Our plan for achieving isotopic selectivity consisted of optically pumping
atoms of the target isotope to a long lived excited state and selectively ioniz-
ing the excited atoms with an efficient, scalable ionization mechanism. Neither
electron impact ionization or the various methods of photoionization are suitable.
Ionization by electron impact is characteristically inefficient and one of several dis-
advantages of the calutron. Photoionization is limited in scale. This inspired us
to consider alternative methods of ionization, namely surface and field ionization.
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Since the inception of this idea several years ago, our work, which I have
outlined in this dissertation, has largely consisted of investigating the mechanisms
of surface and field ionization. In the first part, I address our work regarding
surface ionization. Chapter 2 summarizes several pertinent principles of surface
ionization. In Chapter 3, I summarize the various properties of calcium and ytter-
bium that make them suitable subjects for investigating the surface ionization of
metastable atoms. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the three primary sections
of our experimental set-up: a thermal atomic beam source, a DC hollow cathode
discharge for populating the metastable states of calcium and ytterbium, and a
surface ionization detector. Chapter 5 presents the results of our surface ioniza-
tion experiment, demonstrating that metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms can
be preferentially ionized over their ground state counterparts. Lastly, in Chapter
6, I present some of our current work concerning an optical system for calcium to
replace our hollow cathode discharge as a means of populating the metastable state
and rigorously quantifying the efficiency of metastable atom surface ionization.
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Chapter 2
Principles of Surface Ionization
Surface ionization is the second step in a three-step process outlining the
interactions between gaseous particles, A, impinging on an incandescent metal
surface [48]:
1. Adsorption: Ag  Aads




3. Desorption: A+ads → A+g
where g denotes a gas-phase particle and ads denotes an adsorbed species (adsorbed
atoms are also referred to as adatoms and adsorbed ions as adions). Once adsorbed
on a hot metal surface, some fraction of the particles will evaporate as neutral
atoms while some fraction may evaporate as positive or negative ions after some
average residence time τa or τi, which differs for atoms and ions, respectively.
Hereafter, surface ionization will refer exclusively to the formation of positive ions.
We next analyze the second step, surface ionization, in more detail. As
an atom approaches a metal surface, the atomic level of its valence electron is
progressively perturbed, broadening into a band as it couples with the Fermi sea
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of electrons in the metal surface as shown in Figure 2.1 [30, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53].
This broadening results in a finite lifetime of the atomic state and the width of
the broadened atomic level (can be as high as ∼ 1 eV for alkali atoms on tungsten
[54]) corresponds to the rate of charge transfer between the atom and surface. For
alkali atoms on free-electron metal surfaces, this width varies nearly exponentially
with the distance to the surface [50].
At distances from the metal surface sufficiently small for broadening of the
valence level to occur, the occupation probability of the valence level of the adatom
(adsorbed atom) can be predicted by Fermi-Dirac statistics [55]. Consequently, the
probability of occupation for the valence level, Ex, is [49]








where gi,a are the statistical weights of the ion and atom and EF is the Fermi level
of the surface. Likewise, the probability that this level is vacant (i.e., that the
atom is ionized) is
Pi = 1− P (Ex). (2.2)












where Ex −EF = Φ− Iads as outlined in [49, 29, 56]. Iads is the ionization energy
of the adatom at some distance x0. Due to the perturbation of the valence level of
the adatom as it interacts with the Fermi sea of electrons in the metal, the vacuum
















Figure 2.1: Schematic potential energy level diagram for the adsorption of an
electropositive atom on a metal surface with work function Φ. The valence level of
the adatom is broadened as it interacts with the Fermi sea of electrons in the metal.
Should the conditions for surface ionization (i.e., I . Φ), the valence electron will
tunnel through the barrier into an unoccupied electronic state in the metal.
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy diagram of an adsorbed atom and ion.
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where x0 is the equilibrium distance of the center of the adatom to the surface [57].
This change in the ionization energy upon adsorption [56] to be equivalent to the
ionic and atomic heats of vaporization at equilibrium, Ei and Ea. These arguments













where Iads = I − (Ei−Ea) [58, 59, 60]. Ultimately, we are interested in the degree
of ionization, α. This is the ratio of the number of ions to number of neutral atoms
evaporated from the surface, which is equivalent to the product of the probability
of charge transfer and the probability that the adsorbate will have sufficient kinetic
energy to exceed the evaporation energy Ei or Ea.
Frenkel treated each adsorbate as a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
with frequency ωi,a bound a surface with energy Ei,a to express the rate of evapo-






Here, τi,a is the mean residence time of adsorbed particles on the surface. The















This equation is referred to as the Saha-Langmuir equation and is a measure of
the fraction of neutral atoms na with ionization energy I that will evaporate as
ions from a surface with work function Φ and temperature T . The ratio of the
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vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed atom and ion, ωi/ωa, is approximately of
order unity and is routinely dropped from the equation [49]. ga and gi are the
statistical weights of the atomic and first ionic ground states. A general expression






where Jn is the total angular momentum J of the n
th atomic or ionic level, and
En is the excitation energy of the n
th (E0 = 0) [64]. The ionization efficiency, β,





A thorough derivation of the Saha-Langmuir equation from thermodynamic con-
siderations is outlined in Appendix 1.
The Saha-Langmuir equation was first proposed by Langmuir and Kingdon
in 1924 [65] and thereafter experimentally verified numerous times in a variety
of different systems, including but not limited to: alkalis and alkaline-earths on
rhenium [48], rare-earths on tungsten [66], alkalis and alkali salts on tungsten and
platinum [67, 68].
The Saha-Langmuir equation is implicitly limited to adsorbed atoms on a
clean, homogeneous surface in thermodynamic equilibrium and does not consider
the electron transfer processes between the adatom and the surface. In other words,
the Saha-Langmuir equation makes two fundamental assumptions: (a) the mean
residence time of adsorbed particles exceeds the time required for electron transfer
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between the adatom and surface, and (2) the mean residence time is sufficient
for complete thermodynamic equilibrium. Deviations from Eq. 2.6 occur when
considering the variability in the metal work function of different crystal faces in
a polycrystalline surface and the influence on the work function by diffuse foreign
impurities embedded in the metal crystal and induced heterogeneity arising from
the adsorption of parasitic gases (e.g., O2, N2 and H2). These deviations, the
influence of the binding energy of adsorbed atoms on their mean residence time,
and the influence of external electric fields on the degree of ionization will be
considered in Sections 2.1-2.3. Furthermore, Section 2.4 will provide an overview
of particular ion neutralization phenomena at metal surfaces.
2.1 Adsorption and induced heterogeneity of a metal sur-
face
The adsorption of foreign atoms on a metal surface can have a profound
effect on the local work function of the metal, effectively hindering or enhancing
the efficiency of surface ionization. The flux of atoms per unit area striking a





An adsorbed monolayer of foreign atoms will form on a metal surface within 1 s,
assuming a sticking coefficient of unity and a background pressure of 10−6 Torr
[29, 9, 70, 71, 72]. An equivalent adlayer would form in about 1000 s at a back-
ground pressure of 10−9 Torr. For consistent and effective surface ionization, it is
necessary to maintain a clean metal surface by limiting the background pressures
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to < 10−6 Torr and operating the metal surface at sufficiently high temperatures in
order to purge the surface of adsorbed foreign atoms. The appropriate surface tem-
perature depends on the adsorption mechanism and corresponding binding energy
of foreign atoms.
At the onset, we may distinguish between two modes of adsorption, physical
adsorption and chemical adsorption, depending on the strength of the interaction
between the adatom and metal surface. Physical adsorption is mediated by rela-
tively weak van der Waals interactions between mutually induced dipole moments
in the electronic shells of the adatom and surface, giving rise to binding energies
on the order of . 100 meV [29, 49, 73]. Physical adsorption is non-specific and can
occur on all solids with all gases [9], albeit preferentially on crystal planes with high
atom densities [74] or concave cracks in a metal [75]. The resulting dipole layer
formed by physically adsorbed species reduces the work function for the metallic
electrons [29].
Conversely, bonds between an adatom and a surface with binding energies
in excess of 1 eV are categorized as chemisorptive and encompass homopolar (weak
chemisorptive bonds) and heteropolar (strong chemisorptive bonds resulting from
charge exchange between the adatom and metal substrate) [29, 76]. Homopolar
chemisorption results when both the adsorbate and metal surface contribute an
electron with unpaired spin to a mutual binding orbital, as described for the cova-
lent bond in a hydrogen molecule [77]. Covalent adsorption increases the magnitude
of the effective work function of the metallic electrons [29].
In contrast to homopolar adsorption, which only involves an interpenetra-
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tion of the electronic shells of the adsorbate and metal, heteropolar bonds are the
consequence of an electron transfer between the adatom and metal. This charge
exchange forms a layer of ions on the metal surface and an oppositely charged
layer of image charges in the metal. This double layer is an augmented version of
that inherent to a clean metal surface at a finite temperature (see Figure 2.3a).
Whether the adlayer or image charge layer is positively charged depends on the
relationship between the ionization energy of the adsorbates and the work function
of the metal. Should the work function exceed the ionization energy of the adatom,
an electron is transfered from the adatom to the metal, creating a layer of posi-
tively charged ions on the surface which facilitate electron emission and effectively
reduce the magnitude of the work function of the metal. This occurs for systems
such as cesium on tungsten. This positively-charged layer of adsorbed atoms works
to lower the effective work function of the tungsten surface. Likewise, in the event
that I exceeds Φ, an electron is transfered from the metal surface to the adatom.
This charge-exchange manifests as a negatively-charged adlayer and increases the
work function of the surface. A common example occurs with oxygen following
the dissociative adsorption of O2 on a metal surface.
2.1.1 Adsorption effects on the work function
To quantify the effect of strongly chemisorbed species on the work function
of the surface, one can follow a classical electrostatic approach. Consider the double
layer as an electric potential jump, with dipole moment µ [78], number density of
atoms at the surface, σ, and the surface coverage of the adsorbates θ. As such, the
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work function of the clean surface, Φ0, will change by some amount, Φ = Φ0±∆Φ
[57, 29], where:
∆Φ ∝ µσθ. (2.10)
In the case of cesium on tungsten, Boudart demonstrated the lineary ∆Φ with
respect to θ for θ < 0.4 [79]. Nonlinearity in ∆Φ at higher levels of surface
coverage can be attributed to interactions among adsorbates.
Table 2.1 lists the binding energy of various adsorbates on tungsten and
their associated maximal work function change. Table 2.1 is by no means com-
prehensive. The binding energy for various adsorbates changes according to the
crystal plane of the substrate [10, 80, 81]. Likewise, the change in the tungsten
work function following adsorption depends on the surface coverage of the ad-
sorbates and varies according to the crystal plane [29, 57]. The crystallographic
heterogeneity in the induced work function change of an adsorbate is most acute
with nitrogen, wherein the work function may increase or decrease depending on
the crystal plane [80, 82]. Furthermore, the table lists maximal reported work
function changes, without regard to the surface coverage of the adsorbate or inter-
actions among adsorbates at high levels of surface coverage. In accordance with
the literature, a negative ∆Φ corresponds to a drop in the Fermi level and an
increase in the magnitude of the work function.
Due to the low binding energy, the desorption of van der Waals adsorbates is
relatively rapid, rendering their relatively weak effect on the surface work function
short-lived at high temperatures. The binding energies of various covalent and











O2 6.7 [29] −1.9 [83]
N2 4.1 [29] ±0.9 [81, 82, 80]
H2 2.0 [29] -0.45 [29]
Ar 0.082 [84, 85] −0.4 [86]
Xe 0.43 [84, 85] −1.1 [86]
Li 3.36 [48]
Na 2.95 [48]
K 2.64 [48] 2.71 [60]
Rb 2.28 [87]
Cs 2.01 [88] 2.89 [89]
Ca 3.66 [48]
Sr 4.38 [48] 2.3 [2]
Ba 4.50 [48] 2.6 [2]
Table 2.1: Binding energies and changes to the work function of tungsten by
various adsorbates. In accordance with the literature, a negative ∆Φ corresponds
to a drop in the Fermi level and an increase in the magnitude of the work function.
For additional data regarding the desorption energy of alkaline earth elements from
tungsten, see [1, 2, 3, 4].
When it is not introduced to the ionizing surface in a controllable manner, oxygen
is a particularly deleterious adsorbate due to its high heat of desorption and strong
effect on the work function of the metal.1
Extensive data regarding oxygen’s influence on the work function of refrac-
tory surfaces was collected by Kawano, et. al. [90] and a model for this effect was
1Note that the adsorption of particular species, namely oxygen for high-temperature applica-
tions, can be controllably exploited to change the work function in order to meet the demands of
the task at hand. For example, oxygen can be readily introduced to an incandescent refractory
metal to enhance the surface ionization efficiency of high I elements [90]. Likewise, thorium, bar-
ium, and other elements are incorporated onto hot and cold cathodes to enhance their electron
emission capabilities [91].
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developed by Delhuille, et. al. [30]. Oxygen adsorption begins with the physical
adsorption of O2 followed by dissociation and formation of strong chemisorption
bonds between individual oxygen atoms and the metal surface. Effectively, each
oxygen molecule ultimately occupies two surface sites [30]:
2 tungsten sites + O2  2 oxidized tungsten sites.
Due to oxygen’s adsorption kinetics and high binding energy, cleaning the ionizing
surface of oxygen in-situ requires that the metal be heated to very high tem-
peratures. Kawano reports complete oxygen desorption from a rhenium surface
at nearly 2000 K and Kaminsky recommends that the surface be flash heated to
approximately 3000 K for thorough cleaning [29, 90].
A final complication regarding oxygen is its reactivity with other adsorbates,
particularly those intended for surface ionization. This effect was particularly acute
for alkaline earth elements: Stienkemeier, et. al., reported a diminished degree of
surface ionization for alkaline earths on a rhenium wire at higher temperatures
due to their enhanced reactivity with contaminants, particularly oxides [48]. This
reaffirms the results of Müller and Wassmuth [1].
2.1.2 Desorption time
Frenkel’s Equation (Equation 2.5) may be re-written to give the residence




The prefactor τ0 is the vibrational period of an adsorbate vibrating perpendicularly
to the surface in energy potentials such as those in Figure 2.2. τ0 is on the order
of 10−16−10−13 s depending on the mobility characteristics of the adsorbed atoms
and ions [48, 87]. Scheer, et. al., include a thorough derivation of τ0 [58].
Though a minor effect, the time response of surface ionization given in
Equation 2.11 does not take into account the temperature dependence of the ad-
sorption energy [58]. Moreover, it does not address the role of oxygen used to
enhance the surface work function. The desorption times of alkalis were shown to
decrease with an increase in the oxidation of the surface since the adsorbed oxygen
functions as an intermediate layer and effectively increases the distance between
the surface and alkali atoms [92].
2.2 Intrinsic heterogeneity of the metal surface
The work function is the solid-state analog of the ionization energy in atoms
and quantifies the energy required to remove an electron from an electrically neutral
solid in vacuum at 0 K, that is, the energy difference between then Fermi energy
of a solid and a field-free vacuum in the vicinity of the surface [93, 94, 9]. The
work function of a surface is determined, in part, by electrostatic effects having
to do with the anisotropic distribution of charge at a crystal surface [95, 96].
The electron distribution at a surface does not terminate abruptly at the metal-
vacuum interface, but instead decays with a Debye length of ∼ 1 Å, forming an
electric double layer as shown in Figure 2.3a [9]. The potential of this double layer
is exacerbated when the surface is not atomically smooth (Figure 2.3b). In that
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Figure 2.3: (a) the charge distribution of a surface determined by the Fermi-
Dirac distribution. (b) is a schematic representing the charge distribution on an
atomically rough metal surface, with a surplus of electrons in the concave portions
of the metal. Reproduced from [9, 10].
The non-uniformity of this charge distribution at the surface of a metal
accounts for the crystallographic anisotropy in the work function, even on com-
pletely pure, clean surfaces [9, 91]. Effectively, densely packed surfaces will have
higher work functions than atomically rough or loosely packed surfaces. The mea-
sured work functions of several crystal planes of tungsten is shown in Table 2.2.
For polycrystalline metal surfaces, the empirically determined value of the work





where ci is the fraction of the metal surface covered by the ith crystal plane.
Polycrystalline tungsten wires were used in this experiment as an ionizing surface
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Plane TE [97] TE [98] FE [36] TE [99] TE [100] TE [90]
111 4.38 4.3 4.39 - - -
116 4.29 4.20 4.30 - - -
001 4.56 4.44 - - - -
011 5.26 5.09 5.70-5.99 - - -
100 - - - 4.59 4.56 -
Polycrystalline - - - - - 4.54
Table 2.2: Results of experimental measurements of the work functions of different
crystal planes of tungsten. All work functions were quantified by measuring a
current of electrons emitted from the surface; TE: thermionic emission of electrons,
FE: field emission of electrons. All values are in eV.
for metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms. Note that polycrystalline tungsten
has been shown to recrystallize in a preferential direction [101]. As will become
apparent in later chapters, the choice of polycrystalline tungsten as an ionizing
surface is adequate considering the atomic states of the impinging atoms, even if it
gradually recrystallizes throughout the experiment. That is, the energy difference
between the ground and excited states of impinging calcium and ytterbium atoms
(> 2 eV) is sufficiently greater than the difference in the work functions of different
crystal plans of tungsten (. 1 eV). However, should surface ionization be employed
for the detection of absolute quantities of trace atomic species in the equivalent
atomic states, it is imperative to use atomically clean surfaces of single crystals
due to the inadequate knowledge of ci, the surface coverage of the ith crystal plane
of a metal.
One should consider that there is also a temperature dependence of the







, decreases with an increase in
temperature since thermal expansion in the metal causes the electron density n to
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decrease. Because of this, the temperature dependence of the work function can be
modeled as Φ(T ) = Φ(T0) + a(T − T0) [29]. However, since the work function was
shown to increase by 10−5 − 10−4 eV/K by [102], the temperature dependence of
the work function of tungsten can be neglected for the purposes of this experiment.
An additional source of heterogeneity intrinsic to a metal surface is the
chemical imperfections in a crystal as the result of foreign atoms in the host lat-
tice [29, 103, 30]. Such impurities diffuse throughout the crystal lattice and can
ultimately arrive at the surface, where they may have adverse affects on surface
ionization by facilitating the adsorption of foreign atoms [29] and, more impor-
tantly, by undergoing direct surface ionization upon diffusing to the surface [30].
Various surface ionization experiments detected an alkali ion current ultimately
emanating from impurities in the bulk of the ionizing surface [67, 104]. Delhuille
et al. [30] quantitatively address the diffusion of potassium atoms within a rhe-
nium wire which are emitted as ions upon reaching the surface, noting that the
current of impurity ions is restricted by the diffusion rate
Iion(t) ∝ De−π
2Dt/a2 , (2.12)
where a is the metal thickness and the diffusion constant is expressed by an Arrhe-
nius law, D = D0 exp(−Ediff/kBT ), where Ediff is the diffusion activation energy
[30]. Depleting the ionizing surface of impurities can be achieved by baking the
metal at a high temperature for several hours, which may be expedited by using a
metal with a small thickness, since the time constant of the impurity ion current
(Eq. 2.12) scales as a2.
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2.3 Surface ionization in an external electric field
In the event where an externally applied electric field is used to extract and
accelerate the ions from the ionizing surface, Equation 2.6 must be modified. The





where the first term originates from the image potential of the ion, x is the distance
to the ionizing surface, and F is the external electric field. The maximal point of






The external field effectively lowers the ionization energy of the atom, I−Uext [11].
Equation 2.14 can be subsequently incorporated into the Saha-Langmuir Equation
[29]:








This modification to the Saha-Langmuir Equation was confirmed experimentally
[105]. Lastly, for fields in excess of 108 V/m, Equation 2.15 must include the
difference in the polarization energies of the adatom and the ion [29].
2.4 Deexcitation of metastable atoms and neutralization
of ions at a metal surface
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the principal goal of this experiment was to
demonstrate that metastable atoms undergo surface ionization at an appreciable
rate when compared to the surface ionization rate of ground state atoms. This
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experiment was carried out with metastable calcium (I = 6.11 eV) and ytterbium
(I = 6.25 eV) atoms on a tungsten surface, which, in their respective metastable
states, have ionization energies of roughly 4.22 eV and 4.02 eV, respectively (see
Figures 3.2 and 3.3). As will be demonstrated in this dissertation, it is the effective
ionization energy of the metastable state and its relationship to the work function
of the metal surface that determines the surface ionization probability of the atom.
However, should the excitation energy of the metastable state be comparable to or
greater than the work function of the surface, additional charge exchange processes
may occur.
If the work function of the metal surface exceeds the effective ionization
energy of the metastable atom (Φ > Ieff), then resonance ionization (process (1) in
Figure 2.4a) of the atom by tunneling of the excited electron into an unoccupied
electronic state in the metal is highly probable [53, 106]. Resonance ionization
fundamentally the same ionization mechanism as in surface ionization.
If E+, the effective recombination energy of the ion to the neutral atom
ground state (which, due to surface effects is approximately 1 − 2 eV less than
the ionization energy of the ground state neutral atom in free space), exceeds
double the work function, E+ ≥ 2Φ, then Auger neutralization may occur, wherein
an electron from the metal tunnels to the vacant ground state (process (2) in
Figure 2.4b). The excess energy from Auger neutralization simultaneously excites
a second electron to a higher energy state in the metal [106]. If the excess energy
is sufficient, this electron may be ejected and detected (referred to as an Auger











Figure 2.4: Some interactions between excited atoms and metal surfaces. (a)
Resonance ionization RI (1) followed by Auger neutralization AN (2); (b) Auger
de-excitation AD. E∗eff denotes the excitation energy of the metastable atom near
the surface, which is distance-dependent. Likewise, Ieff denotes the ionization
energy of the metastable atom.
However, in the event that E+ < 2Φ, the emission of an Auger electron
is prohibited and an electron in the metal will instead be excited to an unoc-
cupied state following ion neutralization [106]. The condition E+ < 2Φ partic-
ularly applies to metastable calcium and ytterbium on a clean tungsten surface
(Φ = 4.54 eV). Our concern at the onset of this experiment was precisely that
the calcium and ytterbium ions would immediately undergo Auger neutralization
following surface ionization and evaporate from the tungsten surface as neutral
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atoms.
To our knowledge, detection of positive ions resulting from the interaction
between metastable atoms and metal surfaces has only been reported before twice,
both times with metastable noble gas atoms [110, 111]. However, the results by
Varney were only qualitative [110] and neither result has since been reproduced,
likely due to the fact that the Auger garners more interest because of its significance
to spectroscopy [112]. Additionally, Auschwitz and Lacmann report the surface
ionization of optically excited sodium atoms in the 2P3/2 state on a tungsten surface
[113]. Specifically, they present a correlation between the intensity of the laser used
to pump this transition and ion yield at the tungsten surface.
For the sake of completion, it is worth nothing that if there are no vacant
energy levels in the solid for the tunneling valence electron from the atom (i.e., if
the work function of the metal is less than the effective ionization energy of the
metastable atom, Φ < Ieff), resonance ionization is forbidden and the metastable
atom is likely to undergo Auger de-excitation. In this case, an electron from the
metal tunnels to the vacant ground state in the atom, triggering the ejection of
the excited electron from the atom [53]. The energetic condition for Auger de-
excitation to proceed is E∗eff > Φ, where E
∗
eff denotes the excitation energy of the
metastable atom [106]. Auger de-excitation may occur, for example, for metastable
noble gas atoms on low work function surfaces, such as those coated by alkali
metals. Nonetheless, Auger de-excitation is not a viable process for metastable
calcium and ytterbium atoms on tungsten.
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Chapter 3
Applicability to calcium and ytterbium
The primary motive of this experiment was to demonstrate the feasibility
of a novel method of isotope enrichment by the selective surface ionization of
metastable atoms. Calcium and ytterbium not only have physical properties that
are highly suited to this experiment, as will be addressed below, but have stable
isotopes of key relevance to fundamental scientific research and medicine.
3.1 Physical properties
Calcium, an alkaline earth metal with atomic number Z = 20, is the fifth
most abundant element, following aluminum and iron as the third most abundant
metal, in the earth’s crust, largely appearing as a sedimentary deposit of CaCO3
[114]. Elemental calcium is largely produced by the electrolysis of CaCl2 [114] or
by the reduction of calcium oxides and carbonates with aluminum at high temper-
atures [115], ultimately to be used almost exclusively as a scavenger in steelmaking
(to eliminate oxygen, sulfur, and phosphorus impurities) [116]. Elemental calcium
has a dull silver appearance but readily forms an oxide and white nitride outer
layer when exposed to air [114]. Calcium oxide, CaO, reacts with water, forming






Atomic number 20 70
Atomic mass 40.08 173.0 amu [120]
Density 1.54 6.965 g/cm3 [121]
Melting point 839 819 ◦C [121]
Boiling point 1484 1194 ◦C [121]
Temperature at 1× 10−2 Torr 600 470 ◦C [122]
van der Waals radius 2.27 2.26 Å [123]
Ionization energy 6.11 6.25 eV [124, 125]
Table 3.1: Relevant physical data for calcium and ytterbium.
CaO deposits from experimental components with acetic acid, where a calcium
acetate salt forms according to [117]
2CH3COOH(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq) −→ Ca(CH3COO)2(aq) + 2H2O(l).
Relevant physical properties of calcium are listed in Table 3.1.
Ytterbium, a lanthanide metal with atomic number Z = 70, has a pale
yellow silver appearance. Ytterbium is predominately used in frequency standards
[118] and as a dopant in solid-state Yb:YAG lasers [119]. As with the oxides of other
lanthanides, the oxide of ytterbium, Yb2O3 is insoluble in water but absorbs it to
form a hydroxide, and both compounds readily dissolve in aqueous acids (as with
calcium compounds, we routinely used diluted acetic acid to dissolve ytterbium
compounds) [114]. Physical properties of ytterbium are listed in Table 3.1.
The vapor pressures of calcium and ytterbium over a range of temperatures
is shown in Figure 3.1. The normal operating temperature for the atomic beam
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source was roughly 650 ◦C, producing vapor pressures of 50 mTorr for calcium and
1.4 Torr for ytterbium. The vapor pressure is closely described by:
log10 P = 5.006 + A+BT
−1 + C log10 T. (3.1)
For calcium, A = 10.127, B = −9517, C = −1.4030. For ytterbium, A = 9.111,
B = −8111, C = −1.0849. For this formula, P is in Pa and T is in K [121].
3.2 Atomic and spectroscopic properties
As alkaline earth and alkaline earth-like elements, both calcium and ytter-
bium are characterized by an atomic structure with two valence electrons. Under
Russel-Saunders term symbol notation of 2S+1LJ to describe the total angular mo-
mentum of the atom, the ground state electron configurations for calcium and
ytterbium are [126, 127]:
Calcium: [Ar]4s2, 1S0
Ytterbium: [Xe]4f126s2, 1S0
Considering the two electrons in the outer shells, the total spin S can take values
of 0 or 1, giving rise to singlet (2S + 1 = 1) and triplet (2S + 1 = 3) states,
respectively. Not surprisingly, the spectra of calcium and ytterbium, shown in
























Vapor pressures of Calcium and Ytterbium
Ytterbium
Calcium
Figure 3.1: Vapor pressures of calcium and ytterbium. The dashed vertical lines




The intensity of the spectral line corresponding to a transition from the
level k to the level i of an atom is given by
Iki = Wkihνki, (3.2)
where Wki is the total rate of spontaneous emission for the transition and νki
is the frequency of the corresponding photon [128, 129]. The rate of spontaneous
emission is proportional to the total number of atoms per unit volume in the upper
level nk:
Wki = Akink, (3.3)
where the constant of proportionality, Aki, is the Einstein A coefficient for the






As mentioned in the preceding chapters, the goal of this experiment was
to demonstrate the enhanced rate of surface ionization for calcium and ytterbium
atoms when excited to metastable states, namely the lowest 3PJ triplet. The initial
round of this experiment, as outlined in this dissertation, consisted of populating
the metastable states in a discharge. The finer details of the discharge will be
addressed later (see Section 4.2), but for now, it will suffice to consider it simply
as an electron impact excitation scheme, wherein the metastable states in calcium
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and ytterbium are populated either by direct excitation from the ground state or
through a cascade from higher-lying states. Calcium and ytterbium are well suited
for this experiment because they have modest ground state ionization energies
(6.11 eV and 6.25 eV) and metastable states with ionization energies of roughly
4.23 eV and 4.02 eV, respectively. In other words, when considering a clean poly-
crystalline refractory metal surface (i.e., a work function of 4.5 eV for tungsten) the
work function of the metal surface exceeds the ionization energy of the metastable
states of calcium and ytterbium but is less then the ground state ionization ener-
gies. Consequently, the degree of ionization given by Equation 2.6 is expected to
be near unity for metastable incident atoms, but less than 10−4 for ground state
atoms.
Largely for its expediency, the first round of this experiment as outlined
in this dissertation consisted of populating metastable 3PJ states in calcium and
ytterbium through a discharge (see Section 4.2). This scheme inadvertently pop-
ulated several other atomic states. In order to estimate the degree of ionization
of metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms on a refractory metal surface, it is
necessary to measure the precise number of incident atoms in the 3PJ states. In
this section, I will address the properties of various atomic states of calcium and
ytterbium, as well as atomic transitions that complicated the task of quantifying
the number of atoms in the 3PJ states following the discharge. Future rounds of
this experiment (see Chapter 6) will use a laser to enable greater degrees of control
and precision for populating the metastable states.
According to the selection rules for atomic transitions, as shown in Ta-
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ble 3.2, transitions within the singlet and triplet manifolds are allowed and are
typically characterized by linewidths in excess of 10 MHz. In alkaline earth and
alkaline earth-like elements the lowest excited states lie in the nsnp 3P triplet
and are regarded as metastable since transitions between manifolds (referred to as
“intercombination lines”) are forbidden by the rule, ∆S = 0 [5]. However, due to
enhanced spin-orbit coupling for heavier atoms, the strength of intercombination
lines in these atomic systems becomes more pronounced with increasing Z [131].
In this experiment, this is readily apparent when considering the rate of sponta-
neous decay of the 3P1 states to the
1S0 ground state in calcium and ytterbium
(see Tables 3.3 and 3.4). As with the 3P1 state, transitions from the
3P0 and
3P2
states to the ground state are spin-flip forbidden as well as strongly electric dipole
forbidden as J = 0↔ 0, 2 is not permitted. Consequently, the 3P0,2 spectral lines
do not appear in the spectra of alkali earth and alkali-earth like elements or are
very week [129]. In calcium, the 3P2 state decays to the ground state via the
3P0 or
3P1 states, of which the former decays to the ground state through a two-
photon E1M1 process with an estimated rate of 3.9× 10−13 s−1 [131]. In bosonic
ytterbium, these states exhibit similar radiative decay characteristics as in calcium
[127]. However, in fermionic alkaline earth systems, the hyperfine interaction be-
tween the total angular momentum J and the finite nuclear spin I quenches the
3P0 resulting in a finite linewidth of Γ < 2π × 10 mHz [132]. Given the greater
natural abundance of fermionic ytterbium isotopes in contrast to calcium isotopes
(see Table 3.5), the 3P0 state is routinely exploited in metrology applications for
its exceedingly narrow linewidth less than 10 mHz [132].
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Although the 1P1 state lies above the metastable triplet in calcium and
ytterbium, the 1S0 ↔ 1P1 transition is often considered the resonance transition for
these systems since it is significantly stronger than the intercombination transition
from the 3P1 state. This state has spontaneous emission rates of 2.18× 108 s−1
and 1.76× 108 s−1 for calcium and ytterbium, respectively, and thus very short
lifetimes on the order of a few nanoseconds [133, 134]. Due to its large rate of
spontaneous decay, the decay of this state is the most intense spectral line in
calcium and likewise one of the most intense in ytterbium. Although, for the most
part, atoms in the 1P1 state will have long decayed to the ground state before
reaching the ionizing surface, it is worthwhile to note that this state is not a closed
transition and some fraction of 1P1 atoms may decay to the
3P triplet through the
intermediate states 4s3d1D2 in calcium and 6s5d
3D1,2 in ytterbium [133, 135, 136].
In calcium, rather than decaying to the ground state, some fraction (10−5)
atoms in the 1P1 state may decay into the
1D2 state at a rate of 2.1× 103 s−1
[133, 137]. When populating the calcium metastable state through a discharge,
the reasons the calcium 4s3d1D2 state is problematic are twofold: first, this state
partly populates the metastable triplet as it spontaneously decays to the 3P1 and
3P2 states at rates of 300 s
−1 and 96 s−1, respectively [133, 137, 138]. Considering
these rates, during the time between electron excitation at the discharge and im-
pingement on the incandescent ionizing metal surface, it is mainly the 1D2 → 3P1
that slightly augments the population of metastable 3P1 atoms in the atomic beam
in a manner that cannot be easily detected in the current set-up. Second, the most
adverse effect of the 1D2 state in calcium is its exceedingly long lifetime of 2.3 ms
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[138]. The total radiative decay rate out of the 1D2 level is less than 500 s
−1 since
the 1D2 → 1S0 is also dipole forbidden and instead proceeds by electric quadrupole
radiation with a rate of 90 s−1 [138]. The long lifetime and high excitation energy
(2.7 eV) of 1D2 calcium atoms implies that they too may undergo surface ioniza-
tion along with 3PJ atoms. This is problematic given that the number of
1D2
atoms following the discharge cannot be adequately quantified in the current set
up. Consequently, the degree of surface ionization that may be computed from
the data in Chapter 5 is fundamentally an underestimate due to the imprecise
knowledge of impinging metastable calcium atoms.
For completeness, it should be noted that in ytterbium, as in calcium, there
is a leakage channel from the 1P1 singlet state to
3PJ metastable states, though it
proceeds through the triplet 3D1,2 states [139]. The rate of this channel limited by
the low rate of spontaneous decay of the 1P1 →3 D1,2 intercombination transitions
[134, 135].
The detailed mechanics of the discharge will be addressed in Section 4.2.
The end result is that the metastable 3PJ states in calcium and ytterbium get
populated with relative populations of gJ = 2J + 1 (accordingly, the ratio is 1 :
3 : 5) either through direct excitation from the ground state or following a cascade
of decays from higher excited atomic levels. Lacking a suitable laser system to
probe one of the three dipole allowed transitions 3S1 ↔ 3PJ , quantifying the post-
discharge population of the 3PJ states was limited to detecting a decay to or
from the metastable states. This was most straightforward for ytterbium, which
exhibits an intense decay from the 3P1 state with a lifetime shorter than 1 µs [134].
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Transition type ∆J ∆S ∆L
E1 Electric dipole 0,±1 0 0,±1
E2 Electric quadrupole 0,±1,±2 0 0,±1,±2
M1 Magnetic dipole ±1 0 0
Table 3.2: Selection rules for electric dipole, electric quadrupole, and magnetic
dipole radiative transitions between L-S coupled states [5, 6]. Note that for both
∆J and ∆L, 0↔ 0 is forbidden.
According to the ratio of multiplicities of the metastable state, the number of atoms
detected from the 3P1 decay would correspond to a third of the total number of
atoms excited to the metastable triplet. The intensity of th 3P1 556 nm radiation
would be indicative of the number of atoms remaining in the long-lived 3P0,2 states.
In calcium, the same transition proceeds at a much lower rate (2300 s−1), ultimately
rendering the 657 nm signal to be fairly weak in a wavelength range overwhelmed
by the blackbody radiation from the calcium source. Without a way to chop the
657 nm signal to enable lock-in detection, a circuitous but effective way to quantify
the population of metastable calcium atoms was to detect the blue 3DJ ↔ 3PJ
transitions. The detection procedure of these transitions in calcium and ytterbium


























Figure 3.2: Energy level diagram for calcium. The metastable states we aimed to
populate in this experiment are the 3P0,1,2 triplet states.
3.3 Isotopic relevance
In addition to having easily accessible metastable states with sufficiently
low ionization energies, isotopes of calcium and ytterbium also have various appli-
cations in medicine [143, 144, 145, 146] and basic scientific research [147, 148]. As
mentioned in Section 1.2, the ultimate purpose for investigating the surface ion-
ization of metastable atoms is a proof-of-concept experiment for a novel method
of isotope enrichment, the premise of which would be to optically pump atoms
to long-lived metastable states, which undergo surface ionization at greater rates
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Initial Final Wavelength (nm) A (s−1) Reference
1P1
1S0 422.8 2.18 · 108 [133]
1P1
1D2 5547 2180 [133]
1D2








Table 3.3: Wavelengths and rates of spontaneous decay for relevant transitions in
calcium.
Initial Final Wavelength (nm) A (s−1) Reference
1P1
1S0 389.9 1.76 · 108 [134]
3P2
1S0 4.2 · 10−4 [139]
3P1
1S0 555.8 1.1 · 106 [134]
3P0
1S0 578.4 1 · 10−2 [132, 142]
3S1
3P2 649.1 9.7 · 106 [139]
3S1
3P1 680.1 2.7 · 107 [139]
3S1
3P0 770.2 3.7 · 107 [139]
3S1
1P1 1311.2 1.6 · 105 [139]





















Figure 3.3: Energy level diagram for ytterbium. The metastable states we aimed
to populate in this experiment are the 3P0,2 triplet states.
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than atoms in the ground state. In the case of calcium, this would solely require
a single laser system to pump the atoms of the target calcium isotope to the 3P1
state, which has an ionization energy of 4.23 eV. As for ytterbium, since the rate
of spontaneous decay of the 3P1 state is markedly greater (in excess of 1× 106 s−1)
than in calcium, it would be more prudent to employ two laser systems to shelve
the atoms of the target isotope in the long-lived 3P0,2 states via the
3S1 state.
This will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 6. In both systems, the isotope
shift in the 3P1 ↔ 1S0 transition will be exploited to achieve the necessary isotopic
selectivity when populating the metastable states.
The differences in mass (mass effect) and charge distribution (field effect) of
the nucleus of different isotopes of mass A and A′ manifest as a spectral isotope shift
(∆νis)
AA′
k for each transition k. The total isotope shift, therefore, has contributions









Mk and Fk are the mass-shift and field-shift coefficients, respectively, and δ〈r2〉AA′
accounts for the variation in the nuclear charge radius [149]. It is only for heavy
atoms that the field effect dominates the isotope shift [150, 151]. The isotope shift
in the 1S0 ↔ 3P1 transition for various calcium and ytterbium isotopes is shown
in Table 3.5.
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Isotope Natural abundance (%) 1S0 ↔ 3P1 ∆νis (MHz)
Ca
40 96.94 0




























Table 3.5: Natural abundance of various stable isotopes of calcium and ytterbium.
Data for the isotope shift of the intercombination transition in calcium relative to
calcium-40 is from Bergmann [7]. Data for the isotope shift of the same transition




The setup used in this experiment consists predominantly of a thermal
atomic beam source, an electric discharge excitation for populating the metastable
states of calcium and ytterbium, and a surface ionization detector. All of these
items are enclosed in a custom stainless steel1 vacuum chamber, shown in Figure
4.1, maintained at a pressure range of 10−7 − 10−6 Torr during normal operation.
All of the calcium and ytterbium used in this experiment was purchased from
ESPI Metals as granules enclosed in argon-filled cans to minimize oxidation during
transportation.
4.1 Effusive atomic beam source
4.1.1 Theoretical considerations
Subtleties in the mechanics of the electric discharge used to populate the
metastable state required that the density of the atomic beam be sufficiently high
to support a self-sustaining glow discharge (see Section 4.2 for more details). To
reach the necessary densities for calcium and ytterbium, the atomic beam source
needed to be able to consistently reach temperatures in excess of 700 ◦C.









Figure 4.1: An overview of the experimental setup for the surface ionization of
metastable calcium and ytterbium atoms. The oven on the leftmost flange produces
a thermal atomic beam of calcium or ytterbium that is bombarded by electrons
in a discharge. All charged particles produced in a discharge are extracted from
the beam by a pair of transverse parallel plates. The remaining neutral atoms
(a composition of ground state and metastable atoms) impinge on the surface
ionization detector, which can be moved transversely by a linear actuator (not
shown). A half-nipple is welded on the chamber at 35◦ to facilitate the in-situ
temperature calibration of the hot wire with a pyrometer. The oven is mounted on
four stainless steel legs of variable length so that the oven position may be changed
if necessary.
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The atomic beam source used in this experiment consists of a two-part
multi-channel oven based loosely off of the design in [152]. The reservoir was heated
to a variable temperature T to vaporize the metallic granules. In equilibrium, the
vapor pressure, p, at a particular temperature is shown in Figure 3.1 and the





The average distance traveled by a particle between successive collisions – the mean








where σ = πd20 is the collision cross-sectional area, d0 is the atomic diameter, and n
is the gas density given by Equation 4.1 [153, 11]. The mean free paths of calcium
and ytterbium are plotted over a range of temperatures in Figure 4.2.
Consider the source opening to be a single channel with length L and radius
a. Different operating regimes can be distinguished, depending on the relationship
between the mean free path and the aperture dimensions [11, 152, 153, 154, 155]:
Effusive/molecular flow regime: λ a, L. In this mode, atom-wall collisions
dominate and an atom in the reservoir traveling in the direction of the tube
will pass through the aperture without an atom-atom collision. The beam
intensity is proportional to the gas pressure in the source and the beam shape
is determined by the aperture geometry [155].
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Figure 4.2: Mean free paths of calcium and ytterbium over a range of temperature
as given by Equation 4.2 and data from Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1.
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Transitional/opaque regime: λ > a, λ . L. Interatomic collisions may
no longer be neglected and the average number of gas-phase collisions is
estimated to be 2L/λ [154].
Gas dynamic/hydrodynamic regime: λ  a, L. This mode is characterized
by high intensity beams with narrow velocity distributions. This continuum
flow will not be considered here.
In this experiment, the calcium and ytterbium sources were operated in the effusive
and opaque regimes. Effusive beams are advantageous for a number of reasons,
but mainly for their calculable intensities and velocity distributions. The total flux





where W is the flow resistance or transmission probability of atoms through the
aperture, v̄ is the mean atomic velocity, and As is the aperture cross-sectional area
[153, 154, 156]. The transmission probability for long channels is W = 8a/3L.
In the effusive regime, the normalized velocity distribution of atoms exiting
the source at angle θ relative to the aperture axis is given by the normalized
















2kBT/m, the most probable velocity is vmp =
√
3/2α, and the
average velocity is v̄ = (3/4)
√
πα. The velocity distributions of the calcium and
ytterbium beams are compared in Figure 4.3 at 650 ◦C.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized velocity distributions of Equation 4.4 of the calcium and
ytterbium atomic beams at 650 ◦C.
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Figure 4.4: Angular distribution for an effusive beam for various apertures ac-
cording to [11]. The channels used in this experiment have 2r = 1.14 mm and
L = 48.3 mm. 2r/L = ∞ corresponds to the cosine distribution of a thin-walled
aperture.
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Figure 4.4 shows the angular distribution in the effusive regime normalized
to the center-line intensity for various apertures, of which the ones used in this
experiment are noted in blue [11]. In equilibrium, the angular distribution of
an effusive source is only dependent on the atom-wall collision rate, ν = 1
4
nv̄
[154, 157]. Atoms undergo diffuse reflection off the inner walls of the source;
after residing on the wall for a finite time (Equation 2.11), atoms are reemitted
isotropically and independently of the incident angle. Consequently, atoms in the
resulting beam emitted at angles θ ≥ 2r/L have undergone a minimum of one wall
collision. For this reason, the atom flux at large angles can never be eliminated.
Note that the diffuse reflection of atoms off the aperture walls implies that some
may be retroreflected and re-enter the reservoir. This consequence is exploited by
multichannel arrays to extend the lifetime of the source [152].
As mentioned previously, the atomic beam source was occasionally oper-
ated at higher temperatures and vapor pressures in order to generate a beam of
higher intensity and density. Particularly for ytterbium, higher densities were re-
quired in order to support a self-sustaining discharge. As the source temperature
was increased, interatomic collisions became comparable in frequency to atom-
wall collisions, rendering the source aperture opaque, as described by Pauly and
Beijerinck [11, 154]. In the transitional, opaque regime, the total flux may still
be described by Equation 4.3, until the source pressure is sufficiently great and
hydrodynamic effects must be taken into account [157]
Before proceeding, it is helpful to introduce the dimensionless ratio of the
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The effusive regime necessarily has a large Knudsen number (K → ∞). The
properties most strongly affected during the transition from an effusive to opaque
mode of operation are the angular distribution and center-line (θ = 0) intensity.
A drop in the Knudsen number is consistent with an increase in interatomic scat-
tering and opacity in the aperture. The center-line intensity of an opaque emitter
correspondingly decreases with the Knudsen number [154]
I(θ = 0)opaque = I(0)effusiveK
1/2, (4.6)





The angular distribution in the transitional regime has three contributions: (a)
atoms emitted directly from the source without scattering, (b) atoms diffusely
remitted from the channel walls, and (c) atoms that undergo gas-phase collisions
when exiting the channel. Since atom-wall and inter-atom collisions must both
be considered, it requires knowledge of the number density profile (which cannot
be calculated exactly) in addition to the wall collision rate [154, 157]. Pauly
[11] graphically depicts the angular distribution of a source for various Knudsen
numbers. As the Knudsen number decreases, the angular distribution for large
angles remains roughly unchanged and levels off as θ → 0 to a decreased center-line
intensity [154]. Consequently, the half-width increases and the angular distribution
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broadens for decreasing Knudsen numbers. Note that the velocity distribution of
the beam is perturbed as well in the opaque regime since slow atoms are more
susceptible to collisions due to their longer time-of-flight and will be preferentially
scattered out of the center-line [154].
Lastly, multichannel sources will be addressed since the calcium source used
in this experiment was a 28-channel source inspired by [152]. Two primary advan-
tages of employing an array of channels are an increase in source lifetime (due to
the aforementioned diffuse reflection of atoms off the channel walls) and an increase
in intensity without a compromise in directionality [11, 152]. The directionality is
determined by the aspect ratio of the channels, L/2r, and the center-line intensity
by R2/L, where R is the radius of the overall aperture [11].
4.1.2 Design considerations
The oven consists of two parts: a reservoir that holds the stock granules of
calcium or ytterbium and a nozzle which holds an array of long stainless steel hy-
podermic needles or capillaries2 for improved directionality. To accommodate the
higher temperature characteristics of calcium and ytterbium (in contrast to lithium
as used in [152]) and effectively produce a sizable flux of atoms, the oven needed to
be able to operate continuously at temperatures . 750 ◦C. Considering the mean
free path of calcium and ytterbium in Figure 4.2, attaining an effusive beam at
higher source temperatures would necessitate smaller channels, which would un-
necessarily complicate the assembly process. Since the conflat (CF) flanges with
2Purchased from MicroGroup. Part no.: 304H18XX
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copper gaskets used throughout the vacuum chamber are rated for maximal tem-
peratures of 450 ◦C [158]3, the oven and its heater cables were all enclosed within
the vacuum chamber (a modified 8” CF tee) and thermally isolated from the vac-
uum chamber with various macor ceramic parts.
The first oven designed for this experiment (shown in Figure 4.5) possessed
a 1.33” CF flange at its center between the reservoir and nozzle for rapidly refilling
the oven. Partly due to a design flaw, this central CF flange was never able to
maintain an adequate seal at high temperatures, which substantially diminishes the
total beam flux through the capillaries. This 1.33” flange was replaced by a thin-
walled, 0.1”-long, 0.5”-wide stainless steel tube. A 1.33” half nipple was attached
to the back of the reservoir in later designs but was subsequently welded closed
with a stainless steel rod since, not surprisingly, calcium perpetually condensed
onto the cold flange, which would have ultimately sealed the flange anyway.
The body of the oven consists of custom-machined 0.025”-thick stainless
steel. Oxygen-free copper sleeves were subsequently press-fitted onto the stainless
steel body for a nearly 23-fold increase in thermal conductivity [121]. Sixteen
round trenches with a radius of 0.045” were threaded over about 1.8” on the copper
sleeves to support custom aerorod heater cables from ARi Industries. These heater
cables consist of heating wires enclosed in an inconel sheath and insulated with
magnesium oxide. The heater cables used to heat the reservoir and nozzle were
identical cables with a length of about 5 ft and a diameter of 0.093” so that they
3See Kurt J. Lesker https://www.lesker.com/newweb/flanges/flanges_technicalnotes_
conflat_1.cfm.
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would fit tightly in the 0.045”-radius grooves. Each cable was brazed onto a 1.33”
CF flange with the knife edge directed towards the cable leads such that the flanges
interfaced with corresponding half nipples in the vacuum-side of the chamber to
facilitate assembly of the oven.
Each heater cable was wrapped around the reservoir or nozzle and held
tightly in place by copper clamps. One type-K thermocouple was attached to
each heater cable powered by separate transformers to maintain an approximate
100 ◦C temperature difference between the reservoir and nozzle to prevent any
hypothetical clogging of the capillaries by condensed atoms. Initial measurements
demonstrated temperature variations of less than 10% along the reservoir and
nozzle. In the long term, the vapor pressure of the oven is determined by the
temperature of the coldest section of the reservoir – the reservoir leaks heat through
the unheated back end connected to the 1.33” CF flange. Calcium and ytterbium
ultimately condense onto the back of the reservoir and the temperature of this
section determines the long term vapor pressure.
In accordance with [152], the nozzle had a triangular cut down its centerline
bored out by a wire electric discharge machining (EDM) process to more easily
support a multichannel array of hypodermic needles. These capillaries were packed
hexagonally in the triangular bore and clamped in place by a bar at the front face
of the nozzle, as shown in Figure 4.6. The capillaries chosen for this experiment
had a nominal inner diameter of 2r = 1.14 mm and a length of L = 48.3 mm and
thus an aspect ratio in excess of 40. The oven is opaque in the aforementioned op-
erating temperature for both calcium and ytterbium and inevitably so: producing
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a sufficiently dense atomic beam for a self-sustained discharge (to be addressed)
while remaining in the effusive regime would necessitate using microscopic capil-
laries with diameters less than ∼ 1 µm for ytterbium.
4.2 Electric discharge for populating metastable 3PJ states
The equilibrium fraction of atoms in the ith state emitted by the source is







where gi and Ei are the multiplicity and excitation energy of the ith state, respec-
tively, and Z(T ) =
∑
i gi exp(−Ei/kBT ) is the partition function. All states decay
to the ground state after a characteristic lifetime. For calcium and ytterbium the
fraction of atoms in the 3PJ metastable states (explicitly, the
3P0,1,2 states in cal-
cium and the 3P0,2 states in ytterbium since the intercombination transition has
a lifetime of approximately 850 ns [159]) emitted from the source at the operating
temperature is vanishingly small – less than 10−9 atoms are in the metastable states
prior to entering the discharge area. Effectively, all of the atoms in the beam can
be considered to be initially in the 1S0 ground state when exiting the source. Con-
sequently, the 3PJ states must be populated through some external means, such as
by implementing a collection of lasers to optically pump atoms into the metastable
states. In the case of calcium, this may be done with a single laser stabilized to
the 657.4 nm intercombination line; when considering ytterbium, two lasers will be









Figure 4.5: Cross-section view of the oven and discharge setup. The bodies of the
reservoir and nozzle are composed of 0.025”-thick stainless steel and are welded
into a single unit. Copper sleeves were press-fitted onto the reservoir and nozzle
for enhanced thermal conductivity. Two identical heater cables (not shown) are
wrapped around the copper sleeves and held in place by copper clamps. At the back
end of the oven, a series of stainless steel pieces and macor plates thermally isolate
the oven from the vacuum chamber. Type K thermocouples are attached to each
heater cable beneath the copper clamps for monitoring the oven temperature. The
discharge electrodes consist of a toroidal tungsten cathode placed within 1 cm of
the nozzle and stainless steel anodes attached via three threaded rods and insulated
by a series of alumina ceramic washers.
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Figure 4.6: Photo of 28 capillaries packed hexagonally into the oven nozzle and
held in place by a stainless steel bar. The discharge anode is attached to the front
face of the oven via the three 2-56 holes distributed along the circumference of the
nozzle.
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these atoms in the 3P0,2 metastable states via the 680.1 nm transition to the
3S1
state. A markedly more expedient method for populating the metastable states is
to employ an electric discharge to excite the atoms through inelastic interactions
with free electrons [11]:
e− + An,l −→ e− + An′,l′ . (4.9)
These inelastic collisions are one of several inter-particle interactions experienced
by atoms in a discharge [160]. Two other interactions that will be relevant in
this section are ionization (Equation 1.1) and the secondary emission of electrons
resulting from the impact of high energy ions on the electrode surface. The first two
reactions, inelastic and ionizing collisions, are characterized by different energy-
dependent cross sections as shown in Figure 4.8
Various techniques exist to ignite a discharge, the simplest of which is a
DC discharge consisting of a positive anode and negative cathode [161, 162]. The
gas between the electrodes is initially non-conducting. An increase in the potential
difference between the electrodes accelerates electrons emitted from the cathode as
a result of sporadic cosmic rays, stray energetic particles, or ambient radiation to-
ward the anode resulting in a current at the anode limited by the electron mobility
within the gas [160, 163, 158, 32, 164]. Assuming the field between the electrodes
is not sufficient for field emission of electrons, the current saturates for increasing
voltages once all of the electrons emitted by the cathode reach the anode. If the
inter-electrode voltage is further increased beyond some threshold, free electrons
will gain enough energy to collisionally ionize atoms in the gas. For an adequate
electric field and gas pressure (i.e., the mean free path must be long enough for
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electrons to acquire the necessary kinetic energy for ionization and short enough to
support additional collisions before reaching the anode), an avalanche Townsend
discharge occurs wherein freed electrons undergo multiple ionization collisions be-
fore reaching the anode. This avalanche, referred to as a dark discharge, causes an
increase in the current at the anode due to the exponentially increasing number
of free electrons and is not self-sustaining in that the Townsend discharge ceases
below the aforementioned threshold voltage [32]. In a Townsend discharge, the
potential drop between the electrodes is uniform and there is an insignificant glow
in the gas.
Upon surpassing a critical voltage that depends on the inter-electrode spac-
ing, gas between the electrodes, the gas density, and the external circuit, the
Townsend discharge transitions into a glow discharge, which is accompanied by
a rapid increase in the anode current. The ionization cascade of the Townsend
discharge alone is insufficient fur supporting a self-sustaining glow discharge. This
transition occurs once (a) the loss of energy due to inelastic collisions with the gas
atoms is recouped from the external electric field and (b) electron losses at the an-
ode are compensated by sufficient electron gains at the cathode. These additional
electrons at the cathode may be released due to thermionic emission (i.e., a hot
cathode) or secondary electron emission resulting from the impingement of high
energy ions [160, 165, 166, 167]. Further increases in the discharge current and
voltage will eventually result in an arc [32].
As mentioned above, the breakdown of the gas between the electrodes oc-
curring during Townsend and glow discharges is dependent on the electrode spac-
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ing and, more importantly, on the density of the gas and the properties of its
constituent atoms. The minimum density of the gas required to support a self-
sustaining glow discharge can be found for a given gas as outlined in [168]. We
begin by assuming a neutral discharge
ne ' ni, (4.10)
where ne,i are the electron and ion densities and impose the condition of charge
conservation on the system,
Φe = Φi + I/e, (4.11)
where Φe,i = ne,ive,i are the electron and ion flux as functions of their velocities
and I is the external current. If the ion generation rate is
Φi = σina(I/e)l, (4.12)
where σi is the ionization cross section, na the atomic density, and l is the distance
between the electrodes, we arrive at a minimum condition for the atomic beam








Crucially, this density condition is inversely proportional to the square root of the
ion mass, suggesting that a higher density is needed for a self-sustained ytterbium
discharge, despite the similarity between the vapor pressures and electron impact
cross sections of calcium and ytterbium. Assuming a discharge length of l ' 2 cm
and an ionization cross section of σi ≈ 5 Å2, the minimum atomic densities required
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for calcium and ytterbium are ∼ 3.7 · 1018 atoms/m3 and ∼ 1.7 · 1018 atoms/m3,
respectively.
When fulfilling the density requirements for a self-sustaining discharge, it
is necessary to account for the density profile along the axis of the aperture – the
beam density outside of the oven will be appreciably lower than n0 = p/kBT as
the vapor freely expands into the vacuum chamber. This topic is addressed by
Pauly and the density along the axis of a singular capillary is shown in Figure
4.7. Note the significant drop in density along the axis (and particularly after the
exit) of the channel. The oven must consequently be operated at sufficiently high
temperatures such that the density of the vapor outside the oven meets the density
requirements of the discharge.
Thus far, we have primarily addressed ionization collisions in the glow dis-
charge due to their relevance to the ionization cascade. Of significantly greater
import to this experiment are the inelastic collisions present in the discharge that
result in the production of excited atoms, some of which will be in the metastable
3PJ states. Since ionization from the ground state requires greater energy than
any excitation process and since the ionization and excitation cross sections are
finite over a range of electron energies (see Figure 4.8), there will be a significant
density of excited atoms resulting in the emission of radiation according to the
allowed transitions in Table 3.2 [167]. The cascade of ionization collisions in the
discharge is merely a means of exponentially increasing the number of electrons
in the discharge that may undergo inelastic excitation collisions with atoms to
appreciably populate the metastable states in calcium and ytterbium.
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Figure 4.7: Longitudinal density profile along the axis of a single capillary with
diameter 2r = 1.14 mm and length L = 48.3 mm. The density has been scaled
by the density within the reservoir, n0. The entrance and exit of the channel
correspond to z = 0 and z = L, respectively. The discharge region extends to
approximately 2 cm beyond the oven exit.
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Electron impact cross sections for Ca
1P1 1S0
3P0, 1, 2 1S0
Ionization
Figure 4.8: Electron impact cross sections for the ionization and excitation of
calcium to the 3PJ and
1P1 states. Data from [12].
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All excited states produced in the discharge will ultimately decay after some
finite lifetime given by Equation 3.4 through spontaneous emission. The intensity
of the emitted spectral lines is proportional to the Einstein A coefficient for the






where n is the atom number density in the discharge region. Naturally, the dis-
charge emission spectra will be subject to various broadening mechanisms (i.e.,
Doppler and pressure broadening) [169]. However, the bandwidths of the band-
pass optical filters used in analyzing the emission spectra (see Section 5.2) are
sufficiently broad (in excess of 1 THz) such that broadening mechanisms need not
be considered here.
Figure 4.8 shows data for the ionization and excitation electron impact
cross-sections in calcium4. Unsurprisingly, the three curves peak in an order of
increasing energy. In order to create an ionization avalanche in a self-sustaining
glow discharge, a substantial fraction of electrons from the cathode must be able to
attain energies in excess of the ionization energy of the atom. As the cross-sections
in Figure 4.8 are finite and overlap for a range of electron energies, it is no surprise
that in the discharge for both calcium and ytterbium, the population of the 1P1
and 3PJ states occur in tandem with ionization. The cross-section for excitation
to the 3DJ states in calcium is not known but these states may be populated by
4Similar data is not known for yttterbium but is assumed to be qualitatively similar.
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direct excitation from lower lying states or through de-excitation of higher lying
states [170].
Before describing the design of the DC electric discharge used in the ex-
periment, it is necessary to address the effect of electron-atom collisions in the
discharge on the atomic beam angular and velocity distributions (Equation 4.4).
The forward scattering of electrons traveling axially with respect to the atomic
beam will simply result in a small longitudinal momentum transfer to the atom.
Likewise, in the event that the electron is scattered through some finite angle, the
atom will acquire a transverse momentum kick. The latter case will consequently
cause deviations from the expectations in Figure 4.4 and increase the angular
spread of the beam, albeit by a small amount. This was found to be the case by
Rundel, who reported a 1.4◦ increase in the full-width half-maximum in the an-
gular distribution of their metastable noble gas beam as a result of electron-atom
collisions in the discharge [170]. Lastly, the velocity distribution of the atomic
beam following the discharge will be shifted toward higher velocities as slower
atoms will sustain greater angular deflections than faster atoms and effectively be
more strongly attenuated [170, 171].
4.2.1 Design considerations
The hollow-cathode discharge scheme used in this experiment for populating
the metastable 3PJ states was initially based off of the design given in [168, 172].
A longitudinal discharge (i.e. one wherein the discharge electrodes are coaxial
with the atomic beam) was chosen over a transverse discharge since, in the latter,
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greater transverse momentum would inevitably be imparted on the atomic beam
in the discharge region [171].
The discharge consists of a toroidal tungsten cathode placed within 1 cm
of the nozzle opening and a stainless steel plate with an enlarged triangular bore
placed about 1 − 2 cm away from the cathode as shown in Figure 4.5. Several
hollow-cathode discharges incorporate a coaxial solenoid to enhance the metastable
atom production efficiency in the discharge [168, 172]. The solenoid accomplishes
this by focusing the electrons onto the atomic beam along funnel-like trajectories to
augment the probability of electron-atom collisions [173]. We decided to forgo the
solenoid due to the unnecessary practical complications it presented for achieving
the reported metastable production efficiencies of ∼ 50%, which are needlessly
high for the purposes of this experiment.
The toroidal tungsten cathode was made by winding a 0.01”-diameter tung-
sten wire around a 2-56 screw, rendering a helix which was then bent into a torus
and expanded to an appropriate diameter of ≈ 1.5 cm. The cathode was positioned
immediately downstream from the oven opening and held in place by insulating
ceramic rods on a crane-like structure5. After assembly and under an appropriate
vacuum, it is critical that the cathode be slowly heated over a timespan of a few
minutes in order to relieve internal stress resulting from the winding process [174].
Rapid heating consistently resulted in an elaborate warping of the cathode causing
it to frequently short on the oven or some other grounded surface.
5Alumina rods with two bores from McMaster-Carr. Part no.: 87175K71
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The cathode functioned as a source of both thermionic and secondary elec-
trons. As mentioned before, the secondary electrons are a result of impinging ions
formed in the discharge. Thermionic electrons are emitted from the cathode sur-
face when heated to a high temperature – the electron analog of the thermionic
emission of ions in surface ionization [91, 175]. The current density J of emitted
thermionic electrons is dependent on the temperature T and, not surprisingly, the
work function Φ of the metal surface
J(T ) = AT 2e−Φ/kBT . (4.15)
Equation 4.15 is known as Richardson’s Law andA = 4πemk2B/h
3 = 1.2× 106 A/m2K2
is the Richardson constant. In the event of an external field (sufficiently low so that
field emission of electrons may be neglected), Equation 4.15 may be modified by a
Schottky term akin to Section 2.3 [29]. The work function is highly sensitive to im-
purities, defects, and crystallographic orientation (see Sections 2.1 an d2.2). This
sensitivity be readily exploited to enhance the thermionic current density, such as
by using a thoriated tungsten wire [105] or coating the cathode with alkaline earth
oxides [172]. For ytterbium, a pure tungsten cathode was sufficient for igniting the
discharge; in the case of calcium, the cathode as a source of thermionic electrons
was unnecessary and the external electric field was sufficient for sustaining a glow
discharge.
An 80% transmission stainless steel mesh was spot welded over the anode
opening in order to achieve a more uniform electric field. The anode was attached
to the front face of the oven via 5 cm long 2-56 threaded rods anchored to the pro-
truding holes in Figure 4.6. The anode was electrically isolated from the grounded
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rods by a combination of ceramic tubes and shoulder washers6. After sufficiently
long operation times, substantial quantities of metal vapor would accumulate on
the ceramic washers, inevitably compromising the the electrical isolation of the an-
ode. Preceding complete shorting of the anode, sporadic flashes (ostensibly with
wavelengths of 423 nm in calcium and 556 nm for ytterbium) could be seen in the
vicinity of the ceramic washers due to the rapid resistive heating of a deficient
connection between the anode and the grounded rods. The high operating tem-
perature required to produce a self-sustaining glow discharge in ytterbium resulted
in a flux of atoms exceeding ∼ 1× 1020 atoms/s and an angular spread apprecia-
bly greater than that for an effusive beam (Figure 4.4). Consequently, this quickly
(within thirty minutes) undermined the electrical isolation of the anode so we de-
cided to remove it entirely, relying on the toroidal hot cathode alone to ignite the
discharge with the front face of the oven effectively acting as a grounded anode.
A final point regarding the design of the discharge: because we are exclu-
sively interested in the metastable states that are populated as a byproduct of the
ionization avalanche in the glow discharge, beyond the discharge region, the ions
in the plasma must be extracted out of the atomic beam. In failing to do so, a
considerable fraction of ions and electrons from the discharge will impinge on the
surface ionization detector and manifest as an erroneous ion current that would
mask any current of surface ions created at the detector. Therefore, we installed a
pair of transverse parallel plates a few centimeters downstream from the discharge
to filter out any charged particles emanating from the discharge (see Figure 4.1).
6Alumina shoulder washers purchased from thermoshield.us. Part no.: 11052-1030.
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4.3 Surface ionization detector
The surface ionization detector used in this experiment was based on the
designs outlined in previous work [30, 47]. As shown in Figure 4.9, the surface
ionization detector consists of a ∼ 2.75” long, 0.01” diameter tungsten wire (also
referred to as a hot wire). It is spot-welded between two molybdenum tags, one
of which is extendable via a bend at its center to accommodate any expansion
in the tungsten wire during heating. The hot wire is encased in and electrically
isolated from a collector machined out of a stainless steel tube (OD 0.75”) with
a 2.50” x 0.375” rectangular cut along its body to allow the atomic beam to be
deposited onto the hot wire. Machined macor parts are used to electrically isolate
the collector and hot wire from the detector frame. The frame interfaces with a
linear actuator7 for centering the detector within the chamber. An electrical lead
is anchored to the collector via a copper clamp bolted on to the outside of the
collector.
The collector is grounded through an ammeter and the power supply con-
nected to the hot wire can be floated to ±50 V to appropriately bias the hot
wire (i.e., negatively biased for detecting thermionic electrons for work function
measurements and positively biased for detecting surface ions). The frame of the
detector is composed of four 0.125” stainless steel rods parallel to the hot wire and
anchored to the top and bottom plates. Three stainless steel plates from previous
designs are attached to the frame in order to confine the radiative heating of the
7MDC Vacuum. Part no.: 660004.
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hot wire.
As with the toroidal tungsten cathode used to ignite the discharge, the hot
wire also warrants slow initial heating. The extendable tag described above must
also be initially slightly extended at room temperature. If that is not the case,
any force resulting from the thermal expansion of the hot wire will be insufficient
to compress the (relatively rigid) tag, causing the hot wire to warp and bend. In
accordance with Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the hot wire must be heated for a sufficiently











Figure 4.9: (a) Bare tungsten hot wire and (b) the fully assembled surface ioniza-
tion detector. The tungsten hot wire is spot welded onto two molybdenum tags,
one of which is extendable to sustain any change in strain resulting from the ther-
mal expansion of the hot wire. The hot wire is encased in a cylindrical stainless
steel collector with a rectangular opening in the front to allow the atomic beam to
impinge on the hot wire. Three copper clamps (not shown) are attached to each
tag and the collector to anchor wires connected to electrical feedthroughs. Custom-





5.1 Quantifying the atomic flux at the surface ionization
detector
The physical requirements for producing a self-sustaining discharge required
us to operate our oven at temperatures no less than 650 ◦C producing atomic beams
not strictly in the effusive regime discussed in Section 4.1. This was particularly
true for ytterbium, as it has a shorter mean free path than calcium. In the tran-
sitional/opaque regime, the total flux of atoms emanating from the oven may still
be described by Equation 4.3 [11]. However, this regime is characterized by atomic
beams with greater angular spreads and centerline intensities that vary in propor-
tion to the Knudsen number. Since the surface ionization detector is placed in the
center of the atomic beam, it is necessary to properly quantify the total flux of
atoms impinging on the hot wire.
We proceeded to measure the atomic beam intensity at the position of the
surface ionization detector by measuring the vapor deposition rates with a quartz
crystal thickness monitor1 This sensor applies a radiofrequency voltage across the
quartz crystal at a frequency equivalent to its resonance frequency (approximately
1We used a deposition rate/thickness sensor, quartz crystal, and STM-2 transducer from
INFICON. See https://www.inficon.com/.
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6 MHz for an unused crystal). The sensor monitors the decrease in resonance






where mf is the mass of the accumulated film, mq is the mass of the quartz crystal,
∆ν = νq−νf is the change in resonance frequency throughout deposition, νq is the
initial resonance frequency, and c is a proportionality constant [176]. With some
simple substitutions, we can derive an expression relating the film thickness, Tf ,





where ρf is the density of the film and K is a tabulated proportionality factor.
However, Equation 5.2 is found to be inaccurate for frequency changes exceeding
a 2% drop in νq and additional work regarding oscillating quartz crystals yielded














where Nat = 1.661× 105 Hz cm is a frequency constant of these quartz crystals,
ρq = 2.649 g/cm
3 is the crystal density, and Z is a tabulated parameter that is
film-specific [178]. For calcium, ρf = 1.54 g/cm
3 and Z = 2.620. For ytterbium,
ρf = 6.97 g/cm
3 and Z = 1.130.
Since the parameter Nat is temperature-dependent and the frequency mea-
surements are sensitive to temperature gradients across the crystal surface, we
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regulated the thickness monitor temperature with a chiller set to 7 ◦C. We lim-
ited the length of the water cooling lines to ∼ 1 m and insulated them with foam
cladding to minimize heating.
We mounted the thickness monitor on a 2.75” CF bellows affixed on a
translation stage with a 5 cm range to enable us to translate the thickness mon-
itor across the atomic beam. Since the diameter of the thickness monitor sensor
is 8.27 mm, we attached an aluminum aperture with a 1 mm-diameter hole onto
the sensor to improve our spatial resolution. Using a shutter consisting of a plate
attached to a rotary feedthrough on a lateral half-nipple, we were able to further
control the deposition process. As we translated the thickness monitor across the
atomic beam, we collected deposition data at various locations for 5 min. Such
data for calcium using an array of 28 capillaries with diameter 2r = 1.14 mm and
length L = 48.3 mm is shown in Figure 5.1. The black line in the figure repre-
sents the angular distribution of an atomic beam effusing from a singular opening
channel with the same dimensions of one capillary. The red-dashed distribution
corresponds to the best fit to the data, which resembles the angular distribution of
a singular channel with a diameter to length ratio of 2r/L = 0.082. Effectively, as
anticipated in Section 4.1, operating the calcium source in the transitional/opaque
regime at 650 ◦C produces an atomic beam with the centerline intensity and angu-
lar distribution of an effusive beam emanating from a channel with a near 3.5-fold
increase in radius or decrease in length.
We performed similar flux measurements using the thickness monitor on the
ytterbium beam. As in calcium, we placed the thickness monitor at the location
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Figure 5.1: Angular distribution of the calcium atomic beam at the position of
the surface ionization detector. The oven reservoir temperature was stabilized at
650 ◦C. Deposition rate data was collected at various transverse positions with a
quartz crystal thickness monitor. The error bars denote the standard error in the
deposition rate over a time span of five minutes. The black distribution corresponds
to the anticipated angular distribution of an effusive beam emanating from a single
channel with the diameter 2r = 1.14 mm and length L = 48.3 mm of the capillaries
used in Section 4.1.2. The red-dashed distribution is a best fit to the data using
the expressions for the angular distribution of an effusive source outlined in [11].
The discrepancy between the black and red-dashed distributions can be attributed
to two reasons: (a) the black distribution corresponds to that of a single channel
whereas twenty eight capillaries were used, and (b) the oven was operated at a
high temperature, where the increased rate of inter-atomic collisions has the effect
of virtually reducing the channel length and broadening the angular distribution
[11]. All curves were scaled to have a centerline intensity of unity.
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of the surface ionization detector, ∼ 33 cm downstream from the oven opening,
and exposed it to the atomic beam. Possibly due to the high vapor pressure (1.4
Torr) in the oven at a reservoir temperature of 650 ◦C, the high deposition rate
on the sensor manifested as a nonlinear frequency response over time. During
the deposition process, the calculated deposition rate from Equation 5.3 was not
constant and the measured oscillation frequency was nonlinear. This anomalous
behavior in the sensor is most clearly shown in Figure 5.2 for an unused crystal
and with the 1 mm aperture removed. Two anomalies are immediately apparent
and more easily seen in the deposition rate measurements. First, the deposition
rate is not constant, as we would expect it to be for an oven at equilibrium (note
that the oven temperature had equilibrated at 650 ◦C when we opened the shutter
to expose the sensor to the beam, which manifested as an initial spike in the
deposition rate data), but instead drops steadily. Second, there is a precipitous
drop in the deposition rate after about thirteen hours of continuous deposition.
It may be that at this point, the sensor had accumulated an excessive amount of
mass that that compromised its accuracy.
The final thickness reading from the thickness monitor was 1884 nm for
the data in Figure 5.2. Following the deposition, we used a microscope to directly
measure the thickness of the deposited film to compare it to the calculated thickness
from the sensor. Largely for convenience and at no detrimental cost to precision, we
opted to use an optical microscope (in contrast to, say, an atomic force microscope)2
to measure the final thickness of the film deposited over the 8.27 mm-diameter
2We used a 3D laser scanning confocal microscope from Keyence. See www.keyence.com.
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Figure 5.2: Change in oscillation frequency and deposition rate for a quartz crystal
thickness monitor exposed to the ytterbium beam.
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active area of the crystal. Due to the high flux of atoms at this location and the
aforementioned oven temperature, the film deposited onto the crystal was fairly
rough (see Section 5.2.2 for more details), but was measured to have an average
thickness of 1568 ± 1 nm, a near 20% difference from the calculated thickness of
the sensor. Naturally, it is the microscope measurement of the thickness that is
the most reliable due to the anomalies exhibited in the thickness monitor data.
With the dimensions measured by the optical microscope, it is evident that
over the nearly twenty one hours of ytterbium deposition, the total number of
atoms deposited on the quartz crystal is on the order of 1018. This low number and
is readily attributable to the fact that at an oven temperature of 650 ◦C, the flow
is far from effusive. With a mean free path of ∼ 0.1 µm and a Knudsen number on
the order of 0.001, the beam is highly collisional – we can expect an exceptionally
broad angular distribution and a small fraction of the total flux in the centerline.
Under these conditions, it is difficult to accurately assess the fraction of total atoms
incident on the surface ionization detector. Furthermore, it is also nontrivial to
estimate the total flux of atoms emanating from the oven at this temperature due
to the outsized effect of interatomic collisions on the flow – all that may be expected
is a decrease in intensity and a broadening of the beam [11]. Equation 4.3 is no
longer applicable in this regime as the flow may no longer be described within the
framework of a molecular model. Due to the atypical dimensions and geometry of
our source, it is nontrivial to accurately model its flow and additional work must
be done to rigorously quantify the angular distribution of the beam and its flux.
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5.2 Quantifying the population of the 3PJ states
Recall the properties of the 3PJ states, namely their lifetimes, as addressed
in Section 3.2.2. Since the lifetime of the intercombination 3P1 → 1S0 transition
decreases for increasing atomic mass, it is sufficiently long (and can therefore be
considered metastable) in calcium for a sufficient fraction of the 3P1 atoms to
survive the transit to the surface ionization detector. This is not the case in
ytterbium, where the lifetime of the transition is 5.5 µs and essentially all of the
ytterbium atoms in the 3P1 state can be expected to decay before impinging on
the surface ionization detector. Therefore, the metastable states targeted in the
discharge region are specifically the 3P0,1,2 states in calcium and the
3P0,2 states in
ytterbium. These states can be expected to be populated in relative proportions
according to their statistical weights.
Quantifying the fraction of atoms exiting the discharge region in the 3PJ
states can be accomplished most rigorously by using a laser, say to measure its
absorption when tuned to a transition between the metastable triplet and another
triplet state, such as the 610.2 nm 3P0 ↔ 3S1 transition in calcium [172]. This
would yield the total number of 3P0 atoms, x, and the rest may be found ac-
cording to their statistical weights: 3x and 5x. In lieu of a laser, observing the
fluorescence of the intercombination transition (specifically 3P1 → 1S0) would be an
adequate measurement of the number of 3P1 atoms, and the remaining metastable
atoms may be calculated as in the absorption measurements [168]. This is possi-
ble for ytterbium, where the intercombination transition is sufficiently short-lived
and of a distinct green, 555.8 nm wavelength, enabling it to be easily observed in
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the discharge region. Can the fluorescence of the intercombination transition in
calcium be detected as well? In short, this is theoretically possible after extend-
ing the vacuum chamber to accommodate the long transition lifetime. We indeed
attempted to detect this fluorescence signal but since the oven and filament are
housed in the main chamber, they contributed a significant background in the red
wavelengths due to their high temperatures that occluded the detection of a weak,
diffuse 657.4 nm signal. Certainly further modifications to the set-up could have
been implemented to enable this fluorescence measurement, but a much more expe-
dient option was to detect the decay of the 4s4d 3DJ triplet to the metastable 4s4p
3PJ states in the 442− 446 nm range (see Figure 3.2). These decays have ∼ 100 ns
lifetimes as they are electric dipole allowed transitions and should be visible at the
oven opening. This fluorescence signal will give an estimate for the total number
of 3PJ calcium atoms. Note that some finite amount of calcium atoms will be in
the metastable 1D2 state following the discharge and since its excitation energy
exceeds that of the 3PJ triplet, it too will undergo surface ionization. Quantifying
the fraction of atoms in this state is necessary for any sort of estimate of the surface
ionization efficiency of metastable atoms. However, doing so is non-trivial given
its long 2 ms lifetime and without a 5.5 µm laser to drain these atoms through the
1P1 state to the ground state, they too will undergo surface ionization along with
the 3PJ atoms.
In the case of ytterbium, this situation is greatly simplified given the greater
linewidth and shorter wavelength of the intercombination transition, both prop-
erties that enhance its signal to noise ratio. Since the 3P1 state decays at a rate
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of 1.1× 106 s−1 this transition is visible in the discharge region [134]. Given the
1:3:5 multiplicity of the 3PJ triplet, quantifying the number of ytterbium atoms
decaying from the 3P1 state by measuring the intensity of the 555.8 nm signal is
an indirect way of determining the number of atoms remaining in the metastable
3P0,2 states.
5.2.1 Calcium
At oven temperature above 650 ◦C, the calcium vapor pressure is above
approximately 0.05 Torr and the calculated total flux of atoms out of the oven is
approximately 2× 1017 atoms/s. At these conditions, the atomic beam density is
a few orders of magnitude less than that of the calcium vapor in the reservoir (see
Figure 4.7) but sufficient, nonetheless, to meet the density requirement in Equation
4.13 for a self-sustaining glow discharge. Indeed, above reservoir temperatures of
650 ◦C, a glow discharge could readily and consistently be ignited solely by raising
the voltage on the anode. That is, a hot cathode was neither necessary nor sufficient
for producing the discharge, though it certainly intensified the fluorescence from the
discharge when heated to produce thermionic electrons. The 423 nm fluorescence
signal from the decay of the 1P1 singlet state could be easily seen by eye in the
discharge region as shown in Figure 5.3B, first forming within ∼ 1 mm of the
capillaries and then spreading to encompass the volume shown in the figure at
higher anode voltages.
The set-up for detecting the 3DJ → 3PJ transitions in calcium is shown in





442 nm filter and PMT
Figure 5.3: (a) The setup for detecting the 3DJ → 3PJ transitions in calcium with
wavelengths in the 442−445 nm range. A series of mirrors and planoconvex lenses
were used to image the fluorescence signal from the discharge onto a PMT. A
bandpass filter centered around 442 nm from Edmund Optics was used to extract
the relevant signal. (b) A photo of the calcium discharge under normal operating
conditions (oven reservoir at a temperature of 673 ◦C). The orange blackbody glow
of the oven nozzle is seen on the left and the radiation from the cathode (& 1500 ◦C)
saturated the camera. Note that the violet fluorescence is predominantly from
423 nm decay of the singlet 1P1 transition to the ground state.
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discharge plates3. We imaged the discharge plasma directly onto a photomultiplier
tube (PMT)4 and used a bandpass filter centered at 442 nm with a pass band of
10 nm to extract the signal from these transitions5.
With the oven at a normal operating temperature of approximately 650 ◦C,
the emission of the 1P1 and
3DJ decays (of which, only the former was visible by
eye due to the higher density of atoms that were directly excited to the 1P1 state) in
calcium could only be detected when the voltage on the discharge plates exceeded
about ∼ 15 V and was never detected as a result of the emission of thermionic
electrons from the filament alone6. Effectively, the anode plates were necessary
and sufficient for igniting the discharge and the ensuing glow was amplified by the
filament. Data exemplifying this concerning the 442 − 446 nm decay of the 3DJ
states is shown in Figure 5.4.
The raw signal at the PMT was converted to the number of total pho-
tons emitted at various voltages on the discharge plate by considering the PMT
detection efficiency at this wavelength and the solid angle of the emission cap-
tured by the detection system, which was limited by the first planoconvex lens
(focal length f = 250 mm, diameter 50.8 mm, distance 229 mm) at 0.04 sr. At
these temperatures, the total flux of atoms given by Equation 4.3 is approximately
3The high voltage power supply used to bias the anodes was RA60-1.5P from Matsusada
Precision. See https://www.matsusada.com/pdf/ra_rb.pdf.
4PMT from Hamamatsu. Part no.: R212.
5Bandpass filter from Edmund Optics. Part no.: 65-684.
6Presumably a glow discharge may have also been visible at these conditions had the filament
been floated at a voltage of ∼ 15 V. However, one terminal of the filament was always grounded
for consistency.
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Figure 5.4: Fluorescence signal from the 442 − 446 nm decay of the 3DJ states.
The saturation in the signal that occurs at around 500 V is likely a consequence
of the 40 mA current limit on the power supply used to bias the anode. For these
measurements, the oven reservoir temperature was about 660 ◦C.
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2× 1017 atoms/s, implying that, depending on the filament, approximately 0.24%
of atoms undergo the 3DJ → 3PJ transitions. Considering this low fraction, it is
highly unlikely that atoms undergo these transitions multiple times. Nevertheless,
this is assuredly an underestimate of the total number of metastable atoms pro-
duced by the discharge as not all 3PJ atoms undergo a decay from the higher lying
3DJ states and some unknown fraction of atoms may be in the metastable singlet
1D2 state (see Section 3.2.2).
5.2.2 Ytterbium
For ytterbium, the oven was operated at a temperature of 650 ◦C, produc-
ing a ytterbium vapor pressure greater than 1.3 Torr and a total flux no greater
than 1× 1018 atoms/s. No self-sustaining glow discharge was visible under any
circumstances for temperatures below this limit. Since the ytterbium mean free
path under these conditions is less than ∼ 0.1 mm, the oven was operating far
from the effusive regime and, in contrast to calcium, we decided to forgo use of
the capillaries from Section 4.1 to facilitate the loading process since they were no
longer providing a meaningful enhancement to the collimation of the atomic beam.
Furthermore, due to the high ytterbium flux, any attempted effort to electrically
isolate the discharge anode from the grounded oven was ultimately in vain as the
isolating ceramics were fully coated with metal vapor within thirty minutes of op-
eration. In the end, the toroidal tungsten cathode was sufficient for igniting the
ytterbium discharge, a photo of which is shown in Figure 5.5(b).












Figure 5.5: (a) The set-up for detecting the 3P1 → 1S0 transition in ytterbium with
a wavelength of 555.8 nm. A series of mirrors and planoconvex lenses were used
to image the fluorescence signal from the discharge onto a photodiode, where the
ytterbium-coated mirror is denoted in green. The ytterbium mirror was mounted
on a translation stage so that it may be moved in vacuum perpendicularly to the
beam to facilitate alignment. A bandpass filter centered around 556 nm from Sem-
rock was used to extract the relevant signal. (b) A picture of an intense ytterbium
discharge at an elevated oven temperature (oven reservoir at approximately 715 ◦C)
taken a few minutes before the viewport became completely coated. Under normal
operating temperatures, the discharge glow discharge did not exceed a volume of
∼ 1 cm3. Note the blue fluorescence near the parallel plates of what is presumed
to be the decay of the 1P1 state.
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tially higher than that in calcium (see Table 3.4), measuring the intensity of the
555.8 nm intercombination line in ytterbium would be the most direct method
for quantifying the number of metastable 3P0,2 atoms produced in the discharge.
The set-up for detecting the 555.8 nm fluorescence from the ytterbium discharge
is shown in Figure 5.5(a) and utilizes a bandpass filter centered at 554 nm with a
band width of 23 nm7. The discharge was imaged onto a photodiode8 with a series
of mirrors and lenses.
Due to the high ytterbium flux at these temperatures, lateral view ports
on the vacuum chamber in the vicinity of the oven became noticeably coated by
metal vapor within several minutes9. Accordingly, we placed a 1” silvered mirror
at 45◦ with respect to the atomic beam 82 cm downstream from the discharge on a
homemade translation stage. This enabled us to direct a fraction of the 555.8 nm
signal through a view port sufficiently far from the discharge to not be exposed to
any metal vapor. Naturally, as it is at the center of the atomic beam, the mirror
was directly exposed to the ytterbium vapor and sustained a drop in reflectivity at
this wavelength once it was fully coated. The solid angle subtended by the optical
set-up was limited by the ytterbium-coated mirror to 0.024 sr.
In order to produce a functional ytterbium mirror, it is necessary that the
metal vapor flux at the mirror be sufficiently low to produce a smooth surface.
We found that with the oven at 650 ◦C, the ytterbium vapor deposition rate on a
7Bandpass filter from Semrock, semrock.com. Part no.: FF01-554/23-25.
8Photodiode from Thorlabs. Part no.: PDA100A.
9Sections of the view ports without line-of-sight to the oven opening also became rapidly
coated due to the augmented angular spread in the beam from collisions within the discharge.
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silvered mirror positioned 50 cm downstream (the position of the surface ionization
detector in Figure 4.1) was too high, resulting in a rough ytterbium surface and
poor reflectivity [179]. This was immediately apparent as the signal of the black-
body radiation of the filament continuously and incessantly dropped to nearly the
background level throughout the deposition process. The ytterbium film on the
mirror was visibly rough. Lowering the deposition rate by decreasing the oven
temperature was not a viable option since the atomic beam density would have
been too low to support a self-sustaining discharge. The simplest alternative was
to move the mirror 82 cm downstream from the oven. At this position, the mirror
remained fully exposed to the ytterbium vapor and maintained specular reflection
at 45◦. Once fully coated after a few hours, it exhibited a constant drop in re-
flectivity. We were able to quantify this change in reflectivity by measuring the
intensity of the blackbody radiation of the cathode over a range of temperatures
through the bandpass filter before and about four hours after being exposed to the
ytterbium beam, both with the oven off so as not to ignite the discharge. This
data is shown in Figure 5.6.
Prior to exposure to the ytterbium beam, the silvered mirror had a re-
flectance of 96.27% at 555.8 nm for a 45◦ angle of incidence10. Following the yt-
terbium deposition, the reflectance dropped to 0.265 the initial value, giving the
ytterbium mirror a modest reflectivity of 25.5±0.1% in the range of wavelengths
within the passband of the filter.
10Protected silver mirror from Thorlabs. Part no: PF10-03-P01.
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Figure 5.6: Change in reflectivity before and after ytterbium deposition. The
tungsten filament in the discharge was used as an approximate blackbody radiation
source for measuring the reflectivity of the mirror. The relative spectral radiance
was calculated at λ = 555.8 nm assuming an ideal blackbody for various filament
temperatures, as calculated from Equation 5.7.
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Once the reflectivity of the ytterbium mirror had been firmly established,
we quantified the intensity of the 555.8 nm fluorescence signal from the discharge
using the same set-up as described above. Naturally, the parallel plates used to
extract ions from the beam were biased to a potential difference of 3 kV to control
for any effect they may have on the intensity of the discharge. After subtracting the
background radiation signal from the oven and filament, the fluorescence signal of
the decay of the 3P1 state is shown in Figure 5.7. The total number of photons (on
the order of 1013) was calculated in a similar manner as in Figure 5.4 – the captured
solid angle of 0.024 sr was determined by the ytterbium-coated mirror within the
vacuum chamber and the total transmission of all the optics used to detect the
ytterbium discharge was 17.5%. For the reasons outlined at the end of Section 5.1,
it is difficult to determine what fraction of atoms undergo this transition since the
flow is far from effusive and Equation 4.3 is invalid under these conditions.
5.3 Surface ionization of metastable atoms
5.3.1 Tungsten work function measurement
When addressing the principles of surface ionization in Chapter 2, we ad-
dressed the exponential dependence of the probability of ionization on the work
function, Φ, of the metal surface. In the same chapter, we also considered the de-
pendence of the work function on the crystal orientation of the surface and, more
importantly, on the presence of adsorbates (of which O2 has the strongest effect)
and impurities within the metal that diffuse to the surface (namely, alkaline and
alkaline earth impurities). The polycrystalline tungsten used as an ionizing surface
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Figure 5.7: Fluorescence signal from the 555.8 nm decay of the 3P1 state in yt-
terbium. Considering the multiplicity of the 3PJ states, the number of atoms
undergoing this transition is equal to half the number of atoms remaining in the
metastable 3P0,2 states.
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in this experiment is expected to have a work function of 4.54 eV [90]. Ground
state calcium and ytterbium atoms have ionization energies greater than this value
(6.11 eV and 6.25 eV, respectively) and metastable triplet states with sufficiently
low ionization energies (∼ 4.22 eV and ∼ 4.02 eV, respectively). According to the
elemental theory of surface ionization on a hot polycrystalline tungsten surface,
we may anticipate that impinging metastable atoms will evaporate predominantly
as ions, while incident ground state atoms will remain neutral following desorp-
tion. This expectation is grounded on the validity of the assumption that the
polycrystalline tungsten work function is approximately 4.54 eV.
During normal operation11, the pressure within the vacuum chamber is
typically on the order of 10−6 Torr. Recalling the Hertz-Knudsen equation in
Section 2.1, a monolayer of adsorbates will form on a metal surface within 1 s.
Should oxygen be one of these adsorbates, the magnitude of the work function
of the ionizing tungsten surface may increase by as much as 1.9 eV (see Table
2.1). This would be detrimental, as it would imply that ground state calcium
and ytterbium atoms may undergo surface ionization at appreciable rates and
comparable to those of the metastable atoms, thereby rendering this experiment
futile. On the other hand, should the tungsten hot wire in the surface ionization
detector be insufficiently purged of most alkaline and alkaline earth impurities,
its local work function may too change drastically, decreasing by about 2.5 eV,
wherein we would expect the degree of ionization (Equation 2.6) for metastable
and ground state atoms alike to be negligibly small, again rending the experiment
11An oven temperature ≥ 650 ◦C and a discharge cathode temperature & 2000 ◦C
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ineffective at investigating the surface ionization mechanisms of metastable atoms.
The effect on the work function resulting from impurities can be readily
mitigated by purging the metal at a high temperature for a long duration prior
to running the experiment (see Equation 2.12). Regarding the effect on the work
function due to oxygenation, the background pressure must be sufficiently low
and the ionizing hot wire must be operated at an adequately high temperature to
suppress the long-term effects of oxygen adsorption. To verify that this is indeed
the case and that the work function of the tungsten used for surface ionization in
this experiment is suitable for investigating the surface ionization of metastable
calcium and ytterbium atoms, I will address measurements we performed of the
hot wire work function in this section.
The reported measurements of the tungsten work function in Table 2.2
were performed through a variety of means, namely by measuring the current of
emitted electrons over a range of temperatures (thermionic emission) or electric
field (field emission). Measuring the work function is markedly simpler through
thermionic emission, wherein the current density of emitted electrons is governed
by Richardson’s Law [29, 91]:
J(T ) = AT 2e−Φ/kBT , (5.4)
where A = 1.2× 106 A/m2K2 is a constant defined when we first encountered
thermionic emission in Equation 4.15 when considering sources of electrons in the
discharge. An external electric field is incorporated in to Richardson’s Law as it
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was for the Saha-Langmuir equation in Section 2.3 [29]:














A final point of significance concerns the accumulation of a negative space
charge in the volume surrounding the cathode (i.e., the hot wire is the cathode
and the cylindrical connector is the anode, as it pertains to this section alone).
If this accumulated charge is too great, it will impede the flow of electrons from
the cathode to the anode, resulting in a diminished current at the anode. To
mitigate this issue, it is crucial that the potential difference between the electrodes
be sufficiently great to overcome the potential imposed on thermionic electrons by
the space charge. In the space-charge-limited regime, the current density at the
anode JA varies according to the three halves power of the anode voltage VA, as










where d is the distance between the electrodes and m is the electron mass. As the
anode potential is increased for a fixed cathode temperature, JA will eventually
saturate at a value predicted by Richardson’s Law.
Richardson’s Law provides a method for determining the work function
of the polycrystalline tungsten used in this experiment. The tungsten wire is
resistively heated by a direct current and floated to a fixed negative voltage Vfloat =
−100 V. The collector anode is grounded through an ammeter to measure the
current of thermionic electrons emitted from the hot wire at high temperatures. We
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calibrated the temperature of the hot wire with an optical pyrometer12 through the
35◦ half-nipple shown in Figure 4.1, though this proved to be a more cumbersome
and ultimately less precise and consistent method of measuring the temperature
than observing the change in resistance with respect to temperature, which we
may linearly approximate as:
R(T ) = R0(1 + α(T − T0)), (5.7)
where R0 is the hot wire resistance at room temperature T0 and α is an empirical
parameter. For tungsten, a linear fit to the resistivity data up to 3655 K indicates
that α = 5.924× 10−3 K−1 [121].
The work function of the cathode can be readily calculated from the data of
the thermionic electron current at various temperatures. As was done by Kawano
et. al., this is typically done by plotting ln(J/T 2) against 1/T in a “Richardson”
plot [90]:














wherein the work function may be determined by the slope of the line. In the
analysis above, I have incorporated the electric field component of Equation 5.5
resulting from the static floating voltage of −100 V of the hot wire into the pref-
actor, A′. Certainly, there is some minimal temperature dependence within the
Richardson constant A and it has been absorbed into A′; however, it will suffice to
12Cyclops C100L from AMETEK-Land. See https://www.ametek-land.com
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consider A′ as constant since the external field is relatively small and its contribu-
tion in Equation 5.5 is insignificant. Note that the field must be sufficiently large
to mitigate the effects of space charge, but small enough so that the contributions
of field emission of electrons to the current density can be neglected – this criterion
can be readily satisfied since the onset of field emission does not occur until fields
on the order of 108 V/m [36, 37, 38].
Data concerning the thermionic emission of electrons from a polycrystalline
tungsten wire was collected with the detector in Section 4.3 and is shown in Figure
5.8. A linear fit to the data for temperatures below 1700 K indicated that, for this
temperature range, the work function of the tungsten hot wire is 5.18 ± 0.03 eV.
This elevation in the work function from the accepted value of 4.54 eV is likely
a result of oxidation. If a purely clean tungsten surface is desired, Kaminsky
recommends flash heating the filament to approximately 3000 K to purge the sur-
face of oxides and other contaminants [29]. Likewise, Kawano reports virtually no
oxidation while operating a rhenium wire at temperatures exceeding 2000 K [90].
5.3.2 Calcium
To summarize, the set-up for investigating the surface ionization of metastable
calcium is shown in its entirety in Figure 4.1. At a reservoir temperature of 660 ◦C,
the oven produces a thermal beam of calcium atoms, which are then bombarded
by electrons in a hollow cathode discharge and some fraction is excited to the
metastable 3PJ triplet, as shown in Figure 5.4. Crucially, the discharge also pro-
duces a number of ions which are filtered out of the atomic beam by a pair of
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T ≈ 1700 K
Figure 5.8: Thermionic emission data from a polycrystalline tungsten wire. The
value of the work function inferred from the slope of the linear fit to the data shown
in red is 5.18 ± 0.03 eV. Above a temperature of 1700 K, the thermionic electron
current at the detector is clearly space-charge limited. Space-charge effects may be
further mitigated by increasing the potential difference between the cathode (hot
wire) and anode (collector) beyond the 100 V used in this experiment.
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parallel plates transverse to the atomic beam. The beam then impinges on a sur-
face ionization detector with a tungsten hot wire (with a work function of about
5.18 eV) and an ion collector that is floated at −10 V with respect to the hot wire.
The hot wire is baked at near ∼ 2000 K for approximately four hours to purge the
surface of foreign adsorbates and any defects within the wire, particularly alkali
metal impurities. Any ions that may be formed on the hot wire surface will be
evaporated and attracted toward the collector, thereby generating a current that
we measure using a low noise transimpedance amplifier13. The transimpedance
amplifier subsequently generates a voltage signal with a gain of 108 V/A, enabling
us to measure the output with a multimeter.
We proceeded to determine whether metastable calcium atoms are surface
ionized in two ways. First, we modulated the voltage on the discharge anode while
maintaining a constant electric field of ∼ 200 V/mm between the transverse ion
repulsion plates. This allowed us to vary the fraction of metastable atoms in the
beam, as shown in Figure 5.4, while extracting all the ions produced as a byproduct
in the discharge. This data is shown in Figure 5.9
Second, we modulated the potential difference on the ion repulsion paral-
lel plates with the anode voltage maintained at 1 kV and the filament heated by
8.46 W. Doing this serves as proof that the current at the surface ionization de-
tector is due to surface ions originating at the tungsten surface and not stray ions
created at the discharge. This data is shown in Figure 5.10
13Purchased from Femto. Part no.: DLPCA-200. See www.femto.de/en/products/.
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Filament at 8.46 W
Figure 5.9: Surface ionization signal of metastable calcium on tungsten at various
discharge anode voltages. Not surprisingly, when the filament (discharge cathode)
is heated by 8.46 W, we see a saturation in the surface ion signal at an anode
voltage of 400 V and above – the same threshold for saturation seen in Figure 5.4.
It is unclear as to why the blue curve exceeds the red at a high anode voltage.
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Figure 5.10: Ion signal at the surface ionization detector at various values of the
electric field between the ion repulsion parallel plates with the discharge anode at
1 kV and 8.46 W through the filament. Under these conditions, we expect both
metastable atoms and ions to be created in the discharge region. At a field of zero,
the ions created in the discharge are able to strike the surface ionization detector.
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5.3.3 Ytterbium
The set-up for investigating the surface ionization of metastable ytterbium
is shown in Figure 4.1. However, the anodes used for calcium had to be removed
as they were rapidly shorted to the grounded oven by the high flux of ytterbium
vapor at the operating temperature of 650 ◦C. As outlined in Section 5.2.2, the
only means by which we were able to modulate the number of metastable atoms
was by resistively changing the temperature of the discharge cathode. Heating the
tungsten cathode leads to thermionic emission of electrons, which are accelerated
by the electric field of the cathode into the atomic beam. As in calcium, this
electron bombardment in the discharge excites a fraction of the total atoms to the
3PJ triplet, of which a third rapidly decay through the
3P1 → 1S0 channel and
emit light at 555.8 nm. The remaining metastable 3P0,2 atoms propagate down the
chamber, in the direction of the surface ionization detector. Using ion repulsion
plates similar to those used for calcium, we applied a transverse electric field of
nearly 100 V/mm to extract any free electrons and ions from the beam.
In contrast to the calcium surface ionization measurements in the previous
section, we used a picoammeter14 to directly measure the current at the surface
ionization collector. The hot wire was cleaned at a temperature of nearly 2000 K
for five hours before these measurements. We floated the hot wire at +25 V with
respect to the collector and resistively heated it up to ∼ 1750 K. At various hot
wire temperatures, we modulated the power through the discharge cathode to
14Picoammeter from Tektronix, formerly Keithley. Part no.: 6485. See www.tek.com.
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change the number of metastable atoms in the beam and detected ion signals such
as those shown in Figure 5.11.
Surface ionization data collected over a range of discharge intensities at
various hot wire temperatures exhibits a consistent onset in the ion signal above
∼ 51 W in the discharge cathode. Considering the fluorescence data in Figure 5.7,
a sudden ion onset is unexpected and likely indicates that our detection system is
insensitive at lower ion currents.
A DC background signal was present in the ion data that was independent
of the discharge intensity. This signal was subtracted from the data and was shown
to vary according to the hot wire temperature. A likely explanation for the hot
wire temperature dependence of the background is inadequate cleaning of the hot
wire, despite the fact it was baked at nearly 2000 K for several hours prior to
these measurements. It is reassuring, nonetheless, to see that the ion signal is
independent of the hot wire temperature, as we would expect from the principles
of surface ionization in the case that I < Φ. The fact that we do not see an
exponentially rising ion signal, as we did for the fluorescence signal in Figure 5.7,
is likely due to the insensitivity of our measurement system for currents much lower
than 10 nA. Future generations of this experiment will employ a more sensitive
ion detector, such as a channel electron multiplier [48].
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that our hollow cathode discharge
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Figure 5.11: Ytterbium ion signal from the surface ionization detector at vari-
ous hot wire temperatures shown in the upper left corner of the plots. We swept
through a range of power in the discharge cathode for each measurement to mod-
ulate the number of metastable atoms in the atomic beam. A DC background
signal has been subtracted from the data.
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calcium, it is estimated that 0.24% of the atomic beam is excited to the metastable
states. However, the reasons this is an underestimate are twofold. First, our
detection system in Figure 5.3 aimed to detect the fluorescence of the 3DJ → 3PJ
decays. There is no compelling reason to assume that all atoms populating the
3PJ states did so via the decay of the
3DJ states – some may have been directly
excited to the 3PJ states from the ground state and others may have decayed from
the 3S1 triplet state. Second, some unknown fraction of atoms were surely excited
to the metastable singlet 1D2 state – atoms which we cannot detect but which are
expected to contribute to the surface ionization signal along with the 3PJ atoms.
In the case of ytterbium, the number of atoms in the metastable 3P0,2 states
can be readily calculated from the fluorescence of the 3P1 state (see Figure 5.5).
However, the oven needed to be operated at a high temperature in order to produce
a self-sustaining discharge. At this temperature, the flow of atoms out of the oven
was far from effusive and the total flux of atoms is nontrivial to estimate accurately.
For this reason, it cannot be discerned what fraction of atoms are in the metastable
state nor what fraction ultimately impinge on the surface ionization hot wire as
the angular distribution is atypical.
Nonetheless, we were able to rigorously demonstrate that metastable cal-
cium and ytterbium atoms undergo surface ionization at higher rates than their
ground state counterparts. We demonstrated through thermionic emission mea-
surements that the work function of the tungsten hot wire is appropriate for these
experiments. By modulating several parameters in the discharge, we demonstrated
with calcium and ytterbium that metastable atoms can be surface ionized on the
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hot wire surface with a much greater efficiency than ground state atoms.
Regarding calcium specifically, from the measurements of the angular distri-
bution of the calcium beam in Figure 5.1, the percentage of atoms incident on the
0.01”-diameter hot wire at a distance of 10.2” is approximately 0.29%. Therefore,
we can conclude that of the total flux of emitted calcium atoms (2× 1017 atoms/s),
about 1.4 × 1012 metastable atoms impinge on the tungsten hot wire per second.
In considering the data in Figure 5.10, a surface ion signal of 500 nA corresponds
to an ion flux of about 3.1× 1012 ions/s. This indicates that for every metastable
atom incident on the tungsten surface, about 2.2 ions are emitted. Immediately,
we may explain this discrepancy by noting that the number of metastable calcium
atoms is an underestimate for the reasons described above. Regardless, it seems




As stated in Chapter 3, future generations of this experiment will attain far
greater degrees of precision in populating the metastable states by replacing the
discharge with a laser to optically pump the intercombination transition 1S0 → 3P1.
Recently, we have been working to develop an optical system pump this transition
in calcium. Doing so is considerably less complicated than for ytterbium for two
reasons. First, the 3P1 state in ytterbium is not metastable due to its short lifetime.
In order to populate the 3P0,2 metastable states in ytterbium, we would need an
additional laser to pump the 680.1 nm transition to the 3S1 state. While in the
laser field, the majority of the 3S1 atoms would then ultimately decay to the
3P0,2
states. Second, laser diodes at 556 nm are uncommon, to say the least. In contrast,
only a single laser system would be needed for calcium since the 0.4 ms lifetime of
the 3P1 state is sufficiently long.
Using a laser to populate the metastable states of calcium will alleviate
many of the complications involved in the discharge. It would enable us to detect
a surface ion signal while simultaneously quantifying the number of atoms in the
metastable state through absorption measurements at the 657.4 nm wavelength of
the transition. This absorption spectroscopy would also yield a direct measure of
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the number of excited atoms, in contrast to the indirect fluorescence measurement
of the blue 3DJ → 3PJ transitions in calcium.
There is no minimum bound on the atomic beam density for optical pump-
ing as there is for the discharge (see Section 4.2). Because of this, the oven can
be operated within the effusive regime, which would allow the angular distribu-
tion and beam intensity to be readily calculated. This was not the case with the
discharge. In order to achieve a self-sustaining discharge, the oven was operated
at temperatures exceeding 650 ◦C, producing a calcium beam in the transitional
regime and a ytterbium beam that was decisively in the gas dynamic regime. Fur-
thermore, the effects of the electron-atom collisions on the beam properties are
nonexistent when using a laser.
These two advantages, a direct measure of the number of metastables and
effusive flow, will enable the precise calculation of the fraction of metastable atoms
incident on the ionizing surface. Knowing this quantity and the number of ions
emitted from the surface allows for a straightforward calculation of the surface
ionization efficiency of metastable atoms.
6.1 657.4 nm laser light source
The transition we aim to pump with this laser is specifically the 1S0 → 3P1
intercombination transition in calcium. To summarize, this narrow transition has
an Einstein coefficient of A = 2300 s−1 for spontaneous emission and a frequency
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= 0.43 ms (6.1)







= 374± 9 Hz. (6.2)
Since this transition is relatively narrow, the intensity required for saturating the
transition is quite low and readily attainable with a standard laser diode. There
are various types of laser diodes, but only the one we are currently using,1 a Fabry-
Perot laser diode consisting of an AlGaInP semiconductor, will be described.
Forward electrical bias across the laser diode produces a current through the
active region between the n- and p-type cladding layers. This produces electron-
hole pairs which then emit photons upon recombining. The wavelength of these
photons is restricted by the (temperature-dependent) bandgap of the semicon-
ducting material, which ranges between 1.81 eV and 2 eV for AlGaInP and encom-
passes the transition energy of 1.88 eV [181]. Optical feedback in the laser diode is
achieved by cleaving the crystal along its crystal plane on two opposing sides of the
diode. These cleaved planes function as reflectors due to the large difference in the
refractive indices of the semiconductor material (n = 3.49 for AlGaInP [182, 183])
and the surrounding air – for this reason, such a laser diode is referred to as a
Fabry-Perot laser diode. The cleaved facets form a short optical resonator cavity
1The laser diode was purchased from Thorlabs (part no.: L660P120) but manufactured by
Oclaro (part no.: HL65051DG).
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and the semiconducting material within the cavity functions as the gain medium
in the laser [184]. In order to optimize output power, anti-reflective (AR) coatings
are typically incorporated in the output facet of the laser diode (as we will see, this
is a necessary property if the laser diode is to be coupled to an external cavity).
The optical cavity of the laser diode can be characterized by three dimensions:
height h, width w, and length l.
Our laser diode is fabricated such that the output beam is restricted to a
single transverse mode (colloquially referred to as “single mode”). Since the light
is emitted through a rectangular region in the output facet with dimensions h by
w, the output beam will have a divergence angle θ|| in the plane parallel to the pn
junction and a greater divergence angle θ⊥ in the plane orthogonal to the junction.
For our laser diode, these divergence angles are temperature dependence and span
ranges of 7◦ ≤ θ|| ≤ 13◦ and 15◦ ≤ θ⊥ ≤ 21◦. This temperature dependence is
attributed to the thermal expansion of the laser diode. We collimate the light from
the laser diode with an aspherical lens2 with diameter of 9.24 mm, focal length of
6.24 mm, a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.42, and, most importantly, AR coating.
The ellipsoidal and astigmatic nature of the laser beam is not an issue for our
purposes, though a circular beam may be attained through the use of a pair of
anamorphic prisms [185]. For optimal collimation, it is preferred to collimate the
larger angle, θ⊥, and it is necessary that the NA of the aspherical lens exceed that
2Purchased from Thorlabs. Part no.: A100TM-B.
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of the laser diode:
0.42 = NAlens > NAdiode ≈ sin(21◦/2) = 0.18. (6.3)






where n is the semiconductor group index of refraction and l is the cavity length
of the laser diode. This mode spacing is temperature dependent through l. Fur-
thermore, the longitudinal mode that will dominate within the cavity is the one
with maximal gain [186].
By now, it should be apparent that the temperature of the laser diode has
an outsized effect on its operation by affecting the bandgap of the semiconduc-
tor and the dimensions of the cavity. The injection current of also affects the
laser wavelength, partly through a temperature effect and partly by changing the
carrier density and thereby changing the index of refraction [185]. The combined
sensitivity of the wavelength to the injection current is approximately −3 MHz/µA
[185, 187]. Due to its considerable temperature sensitivity, the laser diode must
be externally temperature stabilized to minimize the effect of ambient tempera-
ture fluctuations. This is typically achieved with a thermoelectric element and
diagnostic temperature sensor [188, 189]. In our current system, we use a thermo-
electric cooler (TEC) that is integrated with a laser diode current driver interface
in a commercial laser diode mount3. Considering the aforementioned frequency
3We use a Thorlabs temperature-controlled mount. Part no.: LDM56.
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sensitivity to the injection current, it is necessary to use a current controller with
a low root-mean-square noise on the order of . 100 nA to minimize the effective
linewidth of the laser [190]. This mount interfaced with a low noise temperature
controller4 and current controller5.
There are two principal disadvantages associated with using only a solitary
laser diode: it has a limited degree of tunability and a large linewidth. First,
we require our laser diode to operate coherently at the frequency of the calcium
intercombination transition ν = 455.986 240 THz. Since the laser diode frequency
is subject to the temperature and current, the diode must be tuned through these
parameters in order to lase at the desired wavelength. Second, once at the cor-
rect wavelength, the laser must efficiently interrogate the atomic vapor. In this
regard, the large linewidth of the solitary diode, which is approximately 100 MHz,
is counterproductive [191].
A greater degree of tunability and a reduction in the wavelength can be
readily achieved by coupling the laser diode to a dispersive external cavity, a
configuration referred to as an external cavity diode laser (ECDL). ECDLs exploit
the considerable sensitivity of a laser diode to optical feedback, a consequence due
in part to the low finesse and short length of the diode cavity [185]. When coupled
to an external cavity, the linewidth is typically reduced to ∼ 100 kHz [189] and
4We use a laser diode temperature controller from Thorlabs. Part no.: TED200C.
5Since high precision spectroscopy is not a goal of this experiment and we do not aim to
achieve ultimate laser linewidths . 100 kHz, we are using a laser diode current controller from
Thorlabs with noise < 2 µA. Part no.: LDC205C.
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may even be as low as 1 Hz [192] while enabling a mode-hop-free6 tuning range on
the order of 10 GHz [189, 193].
ECDLs employ a wavelength-selective element for optical feedback, such
as a diffraction grating. Two common configurations for ECDLs using diffrac-
tion gratings are the Littman-Metcalf configuration and the Littrow configuration
[194, 195, 196, 197]. The former uses an adjustable mirror to select the feedback
wavelength and the latter uses an adjustable grating. The Littrow ECDL is more
common and it is the configuration we have employed in our laser system.
For collimated, monochromatic light of wavelength λ incident at angle θ on
a diffraction grating with grating constant d, the diffracted light exits the grating
at angle θ′ according to the grating equation [198]
nλ = d(sin θ + sin θ′), (6.5)
where n is the diffraction order. In the Littrow configuration, the n = 1 mode is
retroreflected to the laser diode and used to couple the external and diode cavities.
The n = 0 mode provides the ECDL output power. Evidently, the grating must
be oriented at the “Littrow angle” with respect to the laser diode (i.e., θ = θ′)
nλ = 2d sin θ. (6.6)
The frequency given by Equation 6.6, νg = c/2d sin θ, is the central frequency of
the grating passband. The width of the passband is inversely proportional to the
6A continuous tuning of the laser frequency while operating in the same longitudinal mode.
A mode hop refers to the stochastic jump between different longitudinal modes as the injection
current, temperature, or ECDL parameters are modulated.
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number of grating lines illuminated, ∆ν = νg/N [199]. Under ideal performance,
only the longitudinal mode with the highest gain will lase with the external cavity.
However, in reality, several modes may lie within the passband of the grating.





where Lext is the external cavity length [199]. When compared to the mode spacing
of a solitary diode in Equation 6.4, it is evident that the mode spacing is diminished
when coupling to an external cavity.
Using a diffraction grating in an ECDL creates a standing wave between
the grating and the high reflectivity back facet of the laser diode, with nodes on
each groove of the grating. The grating enables two means of tuning the laser
frequency: displacing the grating in the direction parallel to the laser beam and
rotating the grating about some pivot point on the plane of the back plane of
the diffraction grating (see Figure 1 in [189]). The former tunes the frequency by
modulating the external cavity length; the latter by finely selecting the frequency
fed back to the diode [200]. The distance of the grating from the optimal pivot
point Lg for a maximal mode hop free tuning range is related to the length of the





The mode hop free tuning range can be optimized by simultaneously changing the
cavity length and rotating the grating [189, 193].
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Despite having a superior output efficiency when compared to the Littman-
Metcalf configuration, a disadvantage of a rudimentary Littrow ECDL is that the
angle of the zeroth order output beam changes as the grating is rotated when
tuning the frequency. This problem is frequently circumvented by incorporating a
fixed planar mirror into the mount supporting the grating in order to reflect the
zeroth order output beam in a direction parallel to the first order beam (i.e., the
mirror, like the grating, is oriented at the Littrow angle with respect to the laser
diode). In this manner, when the grating is rotated by some angle φ, the zeroth
order beam is leaving the grating and incident on the mirror is deflected by 2φ.
However, since the mirror rotates by the same amount in tandem with the grating,
the output beam is deflected by −2φ such that the net angular displacement is
zero [188]. The orientations of the grating and mirror used in our ECDL are shown
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
In our ECDL, we use a dielectric planar mirror7 with a reflectivity & 90%
at 657 nm and a UV holographic reflective grating8 with 1800 grooves/mm. The
length of the external cavity of our ECDL is Lext = 3.18 cm. The orientation
of the grooves on the grating with respect to the laser diode is important [190,
201]. Diffraction gratings exhibit different efficiencies depending on whether the
incident light is polarized parallel (p) or perpendicular (s) to the grating grooves.
In a p-plane configuration, the efficiency of the grating is low. A lower grating
efficiency results higher zeroth order output beam power at the expense of the first
7Mirror from Thorlabs. Part no.: BBSQ05-E02.

















Figure 6.2: ECDL top view.
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order diffraction reflectivity – this culminates in a broader linewidth due to poorer
optical feedback to the diode but greater output power. Conversely, in an s-plane
configuration, the higher efficiency of the grating results in a narrower linewidth
at the expense of output power. Our UV grating has an efficiency slightly greater
than 5% when oriented in the p-plane configuration.
The laser diode and the aspherical lens are both mounted on the commer-
cial laser diode mount (not shown in the Figures). The mirror and grating are
mounted on a homemade aluminum kinematic mount consisting of a back frame
that interfaces with the laser diode mount and a stage that supports the optics.
The stage is held onto the back frame by two springs9 and coarsely adjusted by two
1/4-80, ball-tipped actuators10 that pivot about a 0.375” ball bearing (not shown
in the Figures). The actuators interface with threaded bushings11 that have been
press-fitted into the aluminum stage.
The ECDL can be coarsely aligned by adjusting the 1/4-80 actuators until
the small reflection of the retroreflected first order beam from the aspherical lens is
superimposed with the zeroth order beam some distance beyond the mirror. During
this stage, at currents above the threshold current, the power output of the laser
will increase abruptly once the internal diode cavity is coupled to the external
cavity. Decreasing the injection current to slightly below the lasing threshold and
readjusting the actuators until lasing is achieved will refine the coupling of the two
9Springs from Associated Springs Raymond. Part no.: E01200180500M. See www.asraymond.
com.
10Actuators from Thorlabs. Part no.: FAS150.
11Bushings from Thorlabs. Part no.: F25SSN2P.
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cavities. This procedure can be repeated until the ECDL is sufficiently aligned.
The (temperature-dependent) threshold current can be calculated by measuring
the output power of the laser as a function of the injection current, as shown in
Figure 6.3. The sudden increase in output power for injection currents above the
threshold indicates the onset of laser action. Extrapolating the linear data in the
lasing regime to the point of zero power is a means of calculating the threshold
current. The temperature and ECDL dependence of the threshold current is shown
in Figure 6.4. As anticipated, the laser is more efficient at lower temperatures and
when stabilized to an external cavity [185].
After aligning the ECDL, the vertical actuator (which pivots the grating
on a plane normal to the plane established between the diode, grating, and mir-
ror) should not be readjusted. Any coarse tuning of the laser frequency can be
accomplished with the horizontal actuator by changing the angle of the grating
with respect to the laser. The range of wavelengths accessible with the horizontal
actuator at various temperatures is shown in Figure 6.5. Data also shown for the
solitary diode without the external cavity and a previous iteration of the ECDL
with a larger cavity length of 4.18 cm. In order to easily access the transition
wavelength of 657.4 nm, we will cool the diode to about 8 ◦C.
As the actuators are only used for coarse tuning of the laser frequency, fine
tuning can be accomplished with piezoelectric transducers (PZT). We incorporated
two PZTs12 each with a maximal displacements of 3.3 µm in our ECDL, one at the
12PZTs from Thorlabs. Part no.: PA25LEW.
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TEC at 25◦C, no ECDL
TEC at 20◦C, no ECDL
TEC at 15◦C, no ECDL
TEC at 10◦C, no ECDL
TEC at 5◦C, no ECDL
TEC at 25◦C, with ECDL
TEC at 20◦C, with ECDL
TEC at 15◦C, with ECDL
TEC at 10◦C, with ECDL
TEC at 5◦C, with ECDL
Figure 6.3: Output power as a function of current for laser diode at various temper-
atures, with and without the external cavity. The 7% efficiency of the diffraction
grating and the reflectivity of the mirror account for the lower power output with
the ECDL.
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Figure 6.4: Threshold current with and without the external cavity extrapolated
from the data in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.5: Range of wavelengths spanned by the ECDL at various temperatures.
An earlier version of the ECDL had a longer cavity length of 4.59 cm. The current
ECDL has a shorter cavity length of 3.18 cm and can operate a large range of
wavelengths. Data is also shown for the temperature-dependent wavelength of the
solitary diode. All measurements were performed at the same injection current of
100 mA.
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base of the horizontal 1/4-80 actuator for modulating the angle of the grating and
another behind the grating to modulate the cavity length. The former was held in
place solely by the springs in the mount and the latter was glued13 onto the grating
and the mount. Likewise, the mirror was glued onto the aluminum mount. When
the laser is operating on a single longitudinal mode, the PZT modulated the laser
frequency by about 60±2 MHz/V and the PZT behind the grating modulated the
laser frequency by 42 ± 1 MHz/V. These numbers were calculated by monitoring
the laser frequency using a wavemeter14 while applying a square signal to each
individual PZT.
In addition to the tunability and power output of the ECDL, another prop-
erty of great significance is the mode stability. This includes the dynamic mode
stability as the laser frequency is continuously scanned. The mode hop free tuning
range may be increased by scanning the PZTs and laser diode current simulta-
neously, or by shortening the cavity length, as we did by 1.4 cm in the latest
iteration of our ECDL [189]. The static mode stability refers to the laser’s ability
to operate on a single longitudinal mode when the PZTs and injection current are
unperturbed. The static mode stability can be improved by isolating the laser from
environmental fluctuations in air pressure, temperature, and mechanical vibrations
[189]. We have mitigated the effects of all of these parameters by hermetically seal-
ing the ECDL in a plexiglass box with sound-absorbing padding15 and supported
13The glue used to attach the mirror, grating, and one PZT was purchased from Thorlabs.
Part no.: LOC312.
14WS-7 wavemeter from Toptica Photonics with a resolution up to 2 MHz.
15Sound-absorbing sheets from McMaster-Carr. Part no.: 9710T66.
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on four sorbothane pads16. The ECDL is immediately followed by a Faraday op-
tical isolator to minimize unwanted feedback. When constructing a homemade
kinematic mount, as we have done for our ECDL, it may be easy to overlook
the effect of the lubrication of the 1/4-80 actuators – we eventually learned that
using a general purpose machining oil as a lubricant can be detrimental because
it causes the actuators to slowly creep under the stress of the springs, thereby
changing the orientation of the grating and the laser frequency. Using a more
appropriate lubricant17 significantly improved the performance of our ECDL. As a
consequence of its isolation and proper lubrication, our ECDL can now operate on
a single longitudinal mode without some external frequency stabilization for up to
an hour.
6.2 Spectroscopy of the calcium intercombination transi-
tion
In order to efficiently pump calcium atoms to the 3P1 state, the frequency
of the ECDL must be stabilized to an appropriate external frequency reference.
For this specific transition, considering its narrow linewidth, high finesse resonant
cavities (and subsequent fine tuning using an acouto-optic modulator) [140] and
saturated absorption signals [202, 185] have traditionally been used as frequency
references. Since we lack an adequate resonant cavity, detecting and stabilizing to
a saturated absorption signal is the most viable option.
16Vibration isolation pads from Thorlabs. Part no.: AV4.
17Such as Apiezon grease from Thorlabs. Part no.: GKZ8.
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Considering calcium’s low vapor pressure (see Figure 3.1), to vaporize suf-
ficient quantities of calcium for spectroscopy, it must be heated to temperatures
above 400 ◦C. Since this is exceeds the temperature rating of conventional view-
ports18, exposed windows will eventually be coated and obstructed by the vapor.
Groups have historically circumvented this issue with a buffer gas [203] or by de-
tecting an absorption signal in the thermal beam itself [204, 205]. Both of these
approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages: the former solves the
problem of window-coating but suffers from pressure broadening of the signal; the
latter does not require constructing an additional instrument, solves the problem
of window-coating, but suffers from a low signal to noise ratio due to the short
distance over which the laser interrogates the atomic beam. Two promising alter-
natives are unconventional vapor cell designs employing calcium fluoride windows
to contain the vapor within a larger chamber [206] or two in-vacuum mirrors to
redirect the laser and are directly exposed to the calcium vapor [207]. We have
opted to design a vapor cell similar to the second example even though it inherently
requires periodic replenishing of the calcium stock.
An image of the vapor cell and our corresponding setup for Doppler-free
spectroscopy is shown in Figure 6.6. The main body of the cell is a custom-made
6” long 1.75” inner diameter stainless steel tube with small coaxial channels (a
length of 5.875” and an inner diameter of 0.375”) on both sides for confining the
calcium vapor. The wall thickness throughout the tube is 0.0625”. A 1”-long
1.33CF half nipple was laterally welded onto the main body of the cell to facilitate
18See Kurt J. Lesker https://www.lesker.com.
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the refilling of the cell (not shown in Figure 6.6. The main body of the cell and
the lateral flange were wrapped and heated by high temperature heater cables19
and subsequently by thermal insulation tape20. Three thermocouples were inserted
under the heater tape on three locations: the main body of the cell, one of the
smaller coaxial channels, and the lateral flange.
The main body of the cell is sandwiched between two four-way CF crosses,
each containing one aluminum post with a 45◦ degree cut and circular bore for
mounting 1” silvered mirrors21. The aluminum posts were incorporated via ro-
tatable flanges to facilitate the alignment of the laser prior to evacuating the cell.
After inserting calcium granules, the cell was evacuated by a turbomolecular pump
connected via a 90◦ all metal valve (not shown). The pressure is monitored by a
thermocouple pressure gauge with a minimum reading of ∼ 20 mTorr.
The two overlapping and counter propagating pump and probe beams are
split, directed through the cell, and subsequently discarded and detected with a
photodiode22, respectively. By design, the mirrors in the cell are continuously
subject to the calcium vapor and eventually become entirely coated with calcium.
For some duration throughout the coating process, the mirrors sustain a near total
loss in reflectivity and equilibrate at a reflectivity of approximately 84% [207],
19Heaters from McMaster-Carr. Part no.: 4550T133.
20We ultimately used a basalt fabric insulation tape from McMaster-Carr instead of other
fiberglass or ceramic alternatives since fewer particles became airborne during the assembly
process. Part no.: 1727T12.
21Aluminum mirrors may be used as well, but dielectric coated mirrors should be avoided as
they will contaminate the cell and coat the viewports when exposed to the hot calcium vapor.







Figure 6.6: A simplified optical setup for Doppler-free spectroscopy on a calcium
vapor cell (PBS: polarized beam splitter cube. λ/2: half-wave plate). The CAD
image of the cell has been shortened for this figure, but the distance between the
centers of the 45◦ mirrors is ∼ 58.1 cm. The flange attached laterally on the cell
body for loading the calcium granules is not shown.
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giving the cell (two mirrors and two viewports) an overall transmission of about
63%.
Similar to the ytterbium deposition on the mirror used to image the dis-
charge onto a detector (see Section 5.2.2), a high calcium deposition rate on the
45◦ mirrors in the vapor cell resulted in a noticeably rough surface and greatly di-
minished reflectivity such that greater than 99% of the laser power was attenuated
through the vapor cell. We have found that operating the cell at a temperature no
greater than 550 ◦C produced a sufficiently dense calcium vapor while maintaining
an adequately low deposition rate on the mirrors. At a cell temperature of 550 ◦C,
the density of the calcium vapor is n = p/kBT = 4.5× 1019 atoms/m3 and the flux
of atoms through each tube is no greater than 5.3× 1016 atoms/s.
















2kBT/m, m = 6.642× 10−26 kg is the mass of a calcium atom, T is
the cell temperature. For atoms with a finite velocity component in the direction
of the laser beam, the laser frequency will be Doppler shifted from its rest-frame
frequency of f0 by
f = f0
(




where ~v is the atom velocity and r̂ is the propagation direction of the interrogat-
ing laser [209]. For an ensemble with a velocity distribution given by Equation
6.9, the spectral lineshape is a convolution of the natural lineshape of individual
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particles and the Doppler shifted Maxwellian distribution, resulting in a “Doppler
broadening” of the absorption profile of a laser propagating through the vapor.







At a vapor cell temperature of 550 ◦C, the intercombination line in calcium has a
Doppler width of ∆fDoppler = 1.48 GHz, nearly seven orders of magnitude greater
than the natural linewidth of the transition. Finding the true frequency of the
transition within this broad profile can be readily accomplished with a technique
known as Doppler-free or saturated absorption spectroscopy.
As shown in Figure 6.6, saturated absorption spectroscopy requires two su-
perimposed and counter propagating laser beams at different intensities (the probe
beam is the low intensity beam and the pump beam is the high intensity beam) to
traverse the atomic vapor. As the laser frequency is modulated, the absorption of
the probe beam is monitored by an appropriate photodetector. Without the pump
beam simultaneously interacting with the vapor, if the probe beam frequency is
scanned over a range exceeding ∆fDoppler in the vicinity of f0, the Doppler broad-
ened absorption profile can be resolved, as shown in Figure 6.7a.
Although they are both at the same frequency, because they are propa-
gating in opposite directions, the pump and probe beam will address different
velocity classes within the distribution in Equation 6.9. However, when the ECDL
frequency is on resonance, both beams address the same atoms with ~v · r̂ = 0. For
a two-state system such as this transition in calcium, when the ECDL frequency
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Figure 6.7: Calculated probe beam absorption profiles without (a) and with (b) the
pump beam for a cell temperature of 550 ◦C. As the Doppler shift is the dominant
broadening mechanism, without the pump beam, the FWHM of the absorption
profile is given by Equation 6.11. When the intense pump beam is incorporated,
the FWHM of the Lamb dip can theoretically be as low as the natural linewidth
of the transition.
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is f0, the more intense pump beam will excite a majority of the atoms, which will
no longer interact with the probe (thereby saturating the transition), leading to
a sharply diminished absorption of the probe beam near resonance, as shown in
Figure 6.7b. This saturated absorption spectrum in known as the Lamb dip and
will have a FWHM equal to the natural linewidth Γ of the transition, barring the
effect of additional broadening mechanisms that may exceed Γ.
In the case of our setup, the only relevant broadening mechanisms are pres-
sure broadening and power broadening. The former was shown to scale linearly
as
∆fpressure = ∆f0 +B, (6.12)




1 + I/Isat, (6.13)
where I is the laser intensity and Isat is the saturation intensity of the transition
[209]. The contributions from pressure and power broadening are not expected to
be very significant for pressures ¡20 mTorr or for laser powers less than 100 mW
[203]. Since the linewidth of our laser is certainly not less than the natural linewidth
of the intercombination transition, the Doppler-free spectrum should have a width
determined by the linewidth of the laser. This is readily apparent in the saturated
absorption spectrum in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Oscilloscope trace of the saturated absorption spectrum of the calcium
1S0 → 3P1 intercombination transition. The natural linewidth of this transition is
approximately 400 Hz and the FWHM of this Lamb dip is approximately 2.2 MHz.






Origin of the Saha-Langmuir Equation
In thermodynamic equilibrium, at temperature T , the number of atoms in







where n is the total number of atoms, gi is the statistical weight of the i
th atomic
state, Ei is the energy difference between the i
th state and the ground state, and
Z(T ) is the partition function for the atom. It follows that the Boltzmann distri-














where I is the ionization energy of the atom and n∗ denotes the number of ionized
atoms with a statistical weight of dg∗. dg∗ encompasses the statistical weight of
the ion (i.e., the ground state of the ion) and the free electron, which can be
determined by considering that in a quantum cell in phase space with a volume h3,
an electron can exist in one of two possible states. The number of cells available
for a free electron with momentum between p and p+ dp is V (4πp2)dp/h3, where
V = 1/ne is the volume in space available for a free electron and ne is the free
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The final result in Equation 1.3 is the Saha equation which quantifies the ionized
fraction of an element in thermal equilibrium.
At equilibrium, adsorbates on a metal surface are fractionally ionized in the
reaction Aads  A
+
ads + e
−. Correspondingly, the number density of atoms, ions,











Here, the ion and atom number densities and statistical weights have been changed
to ni, gi and na, ga, respectively, and ge = 2. The number density of electrons in












three dimensional density of states. It follows that the electron number density is







where Φ is the work function of the metal surface. Incorporating Equation 1.6 into
Equation 1.3 yields the Saha-Langmuir equation for the degree of ionization, α, of
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exp[(Φ− I)/kBT ] (1.7)
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